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SUMMARY 
In this work, the following physical problem is 
considered: An infinite plate of finite thickness, with 
constant properties, is initially at a uniform temperature, 
At a certain instant of time the plate begins to exchange 
energy at its surfaces by thermal radiation with a fixed 
environment. It is desired to determine the temperature 
at any point in the plate at any time. 
Three methods of approach are employed in connec-
tion with the above problem: (a) an approximate solution 
based on the heat balance integral technique, (b) a numer-
ical solution which was programmed for use on a digital 
computer, and (c) an experimental solution, 
The numerical solution is estimated to be accurate 
to - 0.1 per cent within the range of parameters considered. 
The accuracy of the approximate solution is estimated at 
- 10 per cent, except for a peculiarity existing for a 
short period near the center of the plate, for which the 
error may be as great as - 50 per cent. The experimental 
solution, which was performed for three sets of values of 
the parameters involved, gave accuracy within - 2 per cent,, 
as compared with the numerical solution. 
In the experimental solution, the temperature-time 
histories of both surfaces of the plate, and of its center, 
X 
were measured. In order to compare these with the numerical 
and approximate solutions, certain combinations of proper-
ties of the plate and its environment were measured. This 
was done by special techniques using the same plate and the 
same experimental apparatus from which the temperature-time 
histories were obtained, 
Several secondary effects were considered, including 
the effect of conduction and convection in an ambient 
medium surrounding the plate. 
xi 
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Time increment 
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The Generic Problem.—In the operation of space satellites 
and other space vehicles, the only available means for 
transferring large quantities of energy to or from the 
vehicle is by thermal radiation. In certain cases it may 
be desirable to dissipate energy from the spacecraft by 
radiation to outer space. In other cases, the radiation 
incident upon the vehicle, from the sun or other source, 
must be allowed for in its design. In all events, the 
existence of thermal radiation must be considered in the 
design, operation, and maintenance of space vehicles. 
In many applications the transient behavior of the 
space vehicle, or of certain of its components, under the 
effect of incident or emitted thermal radiation is of pri-
mary importance. For example, when an earth satellite 
enters the earth's umbra, the mean radiant temperature of 
the satellite's environment is suddenly reduced, giving 
rise to a transient cooling of the satellite. This pro-
cess is reversed when the satellite leaves the earth's 
umbra. Since the total heat capacity of artificial satel-
lites is normally small, it is expected that large periodic 
temperature changes thus occur. 
2 
In connection with the study of such transient phe-
nomena, the following; generic problem becomes of interest• 
Consider a body which can transfer heat internally by con-
duction only, and whose external surfaces are exposed to an. 
environment with which energy may be exchanged by means of 
thermal radiation. In addition, if the body is hollow, 
heat may be transferred by radiation and convection to and 
from the interior surfaces of the body* Initially the body 
has a uniform temperature throughout. At a certain instant 
of time, energy interchange by thermal radiation with the 
environment commences, and continues until the temperature 
of the body is again uniform, this time at the mean radiant 
temperature of the environment. It is desired to determine 
the temperature at any point in the body at any time. 
There exist other applications of the above problem, 
a few of which will now be mentioned. In steering space 
vehicles, a likely method is by the use of small rockets 
which are fired intermittently (l). Since the temperatures-
of rocket exhausts are much higher than existing materials 
can withstand, firing must cease whenever the temperature 
of the exhaust nozzle reaches the limit which its material 
can safely withstand,, To prepare for the next firing, the 
exhaust nozzle may be cooled by thermal radiation into 
space» This cooling process represents a specific case of 
the problem stated in the preceding paragraph. 
The following extension, which is mathematically 
3 
equivalent, leads to the following important practical appli 
cation. In addition to the energy exchange by thermal 
radiation between the external surfaces of the body and its 
environment, which occurs in the generic problem, energy is 
added to the external surfaces from an independent source. 
This suggests the important practical problem of transient 
aerodynamic heating of a body which can lose energy by 
radiation* 
Examples are by no means limited to space vehicles. 
An example is that of a body being heated in a furnace. 
Under certain conditions, the bulk of the energy inter-
change between the furnace and the body will consist of 
thermal radiation between the furnace walls and the body 
surfaces. Also, in cooling bodies initially at very high 
temperatures, the bulk of the heat loss may well be due to 
thermal radiation, at least until the body surface is 
cooled down to moderate temperatures. In vacuum processing 
of materials, where radiation is the only significant mode 
of heat transfer, problems involving heating and cooling of 
bodies are necessarily special cases of the problem con-
sidered in this section. 
To solve the generic problem in complete generality 
imposes severe if not impossible mathematical difficulties. 
Consequently, special cases which involve simplifying 
assumptions are initially considered. The first such 
assumption is that the properties of the body—its thermal 
conductivity, thermal diffusivity, and surface emissivity— 
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are constant within the "body and on its surface, and do not 
change either with time or with temperature* The second 
assumption is that each point on the body surface "sees" 
the same environmental mean radiant temperature, and that 
the shape factor connecting the point with its environment 
is the same for all points on the "body surface* The third 
assumption relates to the "body shape. The simplest such 
assumption is that of a semi-infinite "body. Other "body 
shapes which appear to be tractable in terms of available 
mathematical methods are, in apparent order of difficulty: 
the infinite plate of finite thickness; the infinite circu-
lar cylinder; the sphere; the hollow infinite circular 
cylinder, with a variety of boundary conditions on its 
interior surface• Other shapes could be added to this list; 
however, their mathematical solution is thought to be ex-
tremely difficult, and consequently attention should 
currently be confined to the more elementary shapes listed 
above o 
After presenting a review of the literature concerned 
with various aspects of the generic problem, the special 
case of the infinite plate of finite thickness will be 
solved, under the first and second assumptions listed in 
the preceding paragraph. 
Review of Literature»—A fair amount of work has already 
been done toward solving various special cases of the prob-
5 
lem discussed in the preceding section* There are a number 
of references extant in the literature concerned with vari-
ous special cases of the problem- These will be considered 
in detail in this section. 
Jaeger (2) considered the case of a semi-infinite 
body, initially at a uniform temperature, which is suddenly 
exposed to a heat fliix on its free surface according to the 
law; 
qs = H 1* , (1) 
in which H and m are constants. An exact solution in series 
for the temperature as a function of position and time was 
obtained. However, this series converges so slowly at large 
time values that the solution is useful only for small 
values of time. This is one of the very few exact solutions 
available to a special case of the generic problem; most of 
the work done has been devoted to obtaining approximate 
solutionso 
Several approximate techniques have proven fruitful 
or at least give promise of doing so* These techniques will 
now be considered in turn. 
Probably the simplest approximate technique to apply 
is the heat balance integral technique developed by Goodman 
(3? 4-j 5) and by Reynolds and Bolton (6). This method also 
has the advantage that a general formula for temperature as 
6 
a function of position and time is obtained. The method is 
somewhat analogous to the Karman integral method so useful 
in boundary layer theory. The heat balance integral tech-
nique is applicable to a wide variety of transient conduc-
tion problems. Goodman (3) applied the technique to the 
problem of the semi-infinite body discussed previously, and 
compared the results obtained with the exact solution de-
rived by Jaeger (2). Chambre (7) applied the integral 
technique to the same problem, in order to obtain a start-
ing solution for an iterative scheme which will be 
considered later. Schneider (8) considered the technique 
in connection with both the semi-infinite body and the 
infinite plate of finite thickness. However, he made no 
attempt to evaluate certain integrals aippearing in his solu-
tion, except for a few specific numerical values of the 
parameters involved, and thus he did not obtain a general 
solution to either problem. 
An approximate solution was obtained by Bobbins (1), 
by assuming an infinite thermal conductivity for the body 
material* His interest was in the cooling of rocket noz-
zles by thermal radiation into space during periods when 
the rocket is not being fired. The paper by Schneider (8), 
alluded to previously, was written primarily to estimate 
the error inherent in this assumption of infinite thermal 
conductivity. 
The use of the Laplace transform method to problems 
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of the type under consideration leads to a nonlinear 
Volterra integral equation for.the temperature at the sur-
face • By means of Duhamel's theorem, the temperature at 
any point in the body at any time may be obtained if the 
surface temperature history is known. Some consideration 
has been given in the literature to the problem of solving 
the nonlinear Volterra integral equation for the surface 
temperature as a function of time. 
Abarbanel (9, 10) has considered this problem for 
several body shapes, with noteworthy success. He obtained 
the integral equation satisfied by the surface temperature 
for the semi-infinite solid, the infinite plate of finite 
thickness, the solid sphere, and the hollow sphere or 
spherical shell. In each of these cases he first consid-
ered an environmental temperature of 0 R, and then 
considered an arbitrary, constant environmental temperature. 
For each of these cases he obtained short-time and long-time 
asymptotic solutions to the surface temperature. In addi-
tion, he also found a general analytical solution to the 
surface temperature for the problem of a semi-infinite 
plate radiating to an environment at 0 R, by means of an 
iterative technique. However, like Jaeger*s solution (2), 
this solution converges very slowly except for small time 
values. In all the cases considered, Duhamel's theorem was 
applied to obtain the temperature at any point in the body 
in terms of the surface temperature. 
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Chambre (7) considered the case of a semi-infinite 
body, initially at a uniform temperature, which suddenly 
begins to exchange heat with its environment in such a way 
that the following rather general nonlinear boundary condi-
tion holds: 
wnere /]is a constant and f is an arbitrary analytic func-
tion of its argument. The use of Laplace transforms leads 
to the following singular, nonlinear, Volterra integral 
equation: 
0V 
M. r w-Vmi-i l T sO) = T0 - -£= f f[T( 71 ) ] _ _ £ . (3) 
The author then discussed the iterative solution to equa-
tion -(3)* As mentioned previously, this same author used 
the results of the heat balance integral technique to 
obtain a starting solution for this iterative process* 
Stickler (11) considered the problem of an infinite 
plate of finite thickness which radiates to an enviroruaent 
of fixed temperature,, and which also receives energy at its 
surface at a constant rate from an independent source* He 
derived the integral equation for the surface temperature, 
and set up an iterative scheme for its solution. He was 
able to perform the first iteration explicitly, and found 
9 
some error bounds for the result of the first iteration. 
Questions of existence, uniqueness, and convergence 
of the solution of an integral equation similar to equation 
(3) were discussed in papers by Mann and Wolf (12), Roberts 
and Mann (13), and Padmavally (14). Friedman (15) gave 
proofs of existence, uniqueness, and boundedness of the 
solution of transient heat conduction problems under general 
initial and boundary conditions, which include radiation 
boundary conditions as special cases. 
Several well-known numerical techniques may be 
applied to special cases of the generic problem. All of 
these methods are based upon the approximation of the deriv-
atives in the differential equation and boundary conditions 
by finite-difference ratios. All of these methods share the 
disadvantage that, unless it is possible to remove all the 
parameters in the problem by reducing to nondimensional form, 
the numerical procedure must be repeated in its entirety for 
every new set of parameters. 
Probably the best-known numerical technique in con-
nection with transient heat conduction problems is the 
Schmidt method. The application of this method to the semi-
infinite body with radiation boundary condition was dis-
cussed in detail by Jaeger (2). An instrument for the 
graphical application of Schmidt's method is described by 
Jaeger (16). However, this instrument has no direct provi-
sion made for treating the radiation boundary condition. 
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A more elaborate numerical method has been developed 
by Crank and Nicolson (1?)» using more accurate finite-
difference approximations. Their method, which is an 
implicit numerical method, involves larger time steps than 
the Schmidt method for the same accuracy, but, on the other 
hand, each time step is more laborious to perform. Thus, 
the time and labor required to solve a given problem by 
Crank and Nicolson's method is probably not vastly differ-
ent from that needed to solve the same problem by Schmidt's 
method* 
Eyres, e_t al. (18) set up finite-difference approxi-
mations to transient heat conduction problems, including the 
radiation boundary condition. Their particular interest was 
in setting up the problem for use on the differential analy-
zer. Crank (19) devoted a portion of a chapter to consider-
ation of some numerical methods, mainly Schmidt's method 
and Crank and Nicolson's method. 
Lowan (20) obtained some error bounds for the propa-
gation of round-off errors in numerical solutions of tran-
sient heat conduction problems, where a certain finite-
difference equation is used to approximate the heat conduc-
tion equation. Freed and Rallis (21) devised a scheme for 
estimating the error inherent in replacing the differential 
system by a particulsir type of difference system. Such 
error investigations may prove useful in deciding whether 
or not a particular numerical solution is practical, 
11 
particularly for use on a computer. 
The calculus of variations offers a possible 
approach to the solution of special cases of the generic 
problem. The variational principle for heat conduction 
was developed by Chambers (22). Its application to prac-
tical heat conduction problems was discussed in detail by 
Biot (23) • Although he did not solve any problems involv-
ing the radiation boundary condition, Biot did however 
point out a modification of his procedure which would lead 
to an approximate solution to such a problem. 
Analogy methods form another approach which shows 
considerable promise for solving the generic problem. 
Several electrical analogies appear to be adaptable to the 
nonlinear radiation boundary condition. Lawson and MeGuire 
(24) have described a resistance-capacitance network. In 
their system, the radiation boundary condition could be 
simulated by use of a substance called "metrosil," which 
has a resistance proportional to a constant power of the 
applied voltage. 
Liebmann has invented a promising electrical resis-
tance analog, as described in references (25, 26, 27)« The 
analogy actually produces a solution to the finite-differ-
ence approximation to the transient heat conduction 
problem. Basically, the network is such that if the volt-
age analogous to the temperature distribution at time n A © 
is fed into one side of the network, the resultant steady-
12 
state output on the other side is proportional to the tem-
perature distribution at time (n+1) A0. This obviates the 
difficulties inherent in a transient electrical analogy, 
and also allows for changing the parameters of the system 
and for changing the boundary conditions as the solution 
proceeds. However, the system does require the step-by-
step transfer of output to input to obtain a solution. Pro-
vision can be made in the system for treating complicated 
boundary conditions, including the radiation boundary condi?-
tion, as well as variable parameters such as thermal conduc-
tivity, and also to allow for heat generation in the medium• 
The system can also be adapted to treat two- and three-
dimensional problems,, various body co.nfigurations, as well 
as other effects. This device seems very promising with 
respect to the generic problem. 
Zerkle (28) has solved the problem of an infinite 
plate of finite thickness with the radiation boundary condi-
tion on a passive electric analog computer. He simulated 
the radiation boundary condition using a function generator, 
by replacing the nonlinear surface temperature with a series 
of straight line segments. 
A hydraulic analogy also seems promising. Moore (29) 
described such an analogy, using liquid flow to represent 
heat flow and pressure to represent temperature. Coyle (30, 
31) used the same analogous quantities, except that he used 
air (or some other gas) instead of liquid. Although neither 
13 
author provided for a nonlinear boundary condition, the 
radiation boundary condition could likely be simulated by a 
special nonlinear valving arrangement* Like the electrical 
analogy, this analogy holds considerable promise for solving 
the generic problem. 
There are some additional references available which 
do not bear directly on the problems of interest here, but 
which may nonetheless prove useful in their analysis. The 
problem of a body, initially at a uniform temperature, whieh 
is suddenly allowed to exchange heat at its surface accord-
ing to the law: 
% - £(0) , (4) 
is one that should be considered. Sutton (32) considered 
this problem for an infinite plate of finite thickness,, 
insulated on the opposite face. Poritsky and Powell (33) 
considered this problem for a semi-infinite body with heat 
transfer on the free isurface given by: 
qg = e
n/nU (5) 
Carslaw and Jaeger (34-) considered a number of problems of 
this sort. 
Another problem of interest is that of the heating 
or cooling of a diathermic solid "by radiative transfer* In 
this problem, absorption and emission of radiant energy 
occur throughout the solid, not merely on its surface. This 
14 
problem has been tackled by Hottel and Williams (35)» 
Gardon (36), and Garden and Michalik (37)• Van der Held 
(38) has considered this diathermancy effect with respect 
to solids which are usually considered opaque. 
Mathematical Formulation.—The purpose of this work is to 
solve the following special case of the generic problem 
stated previously (see Fig. 1). An infinite plate of 
thickness 2L is initially at a uniform temperature T . 
At time zero, energy interchange by thermal radiation com-
mences to an environment at an absolute temperature T . 
The environmental temperature and shape factor are assumed 
to be constant and to be the same for both faces of the 
plate. It is desired to determine the temperature in the 
plate as a function of position and time, for all points 
in the plate and for all time greater than zero. 
The physical problem stated in the preceding para-
graph will be represented here m schematically by the 
following initial- and boundary-value problem. It is as-
sumed that the properties of the plate material—thermal 
conductivity and thermal diffusivity—are constant. The 
differential equation to be satisfied is: 
1 J>T J^T 
oiTZ'X?1 (6) 
T = T(x,6), - L-=x-=L, ©=*0 
15 
Figure 1 
Section of the Infinite Plate 
0 3 
Figure 2 
Section of the Infinite Plate, with Insulated Boundary 
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The i n i t i a l condition i s : 
T(x,0) = ?Q , - l < x < L , (?) 
whereas the boundary conditions are: 
If (_L,e) = - Lcr4%^\-^) 
bx k L 
(8) 
S T 
(L,e) = ^<r^fa'e4-T4(L,e) (9) 
e>o..-. 
Inasmuch as conditions are the same on the two faces 
of the plate, the plate is heated symmetrically; hence the 
above physical problem may be replaced by the following 
physical problem (see Fig. 2). An infinite plate of thick-
ness L is initially at a uniform absolute temperature T . 
At time zero, energy interchange by thermal radiation com-
mences between one face of the plate and an environment at 
an absolute temperature T , while the opposite face of the 
plate remains insulated. The environmental temperature and 
shape factor are assumed to remain constant, as are the 
thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity of the plate 
material. It is then desired to determine the temperature 
in the plate as a function of position and time, 
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The mathematical problem expressed in equations (6)-
(9) is now altered to fit the equivalent physical problem• 
The differential equation becomes: 
1 dT 
a "be hi? ' 
(10) 
T = T(x,0) , 0<3X««?L, 0=»O ; 
the i n i t i a l condition i s : 
T(x,0) « TQ, 0 < x < L ; (11) 
and the boundary conditions are now: 
M' 
-—•(o,e) = o v e>o, 
Ox 
(12) 
d T 1 ^ 
— ( L , 0 ) = —<T<% 
fcx k 




In equations (10)-(13)»CX » ̂ ^ ^ » I»» T0»
 an(i T
e
 a r e constant 
The solution of the system of equations (10)-(13) 
is the primary purpose of this work. In anticipation of the 
use of numerical methods in the solution, and also to better 
present the results of the solution once it is obtained, as 
many as possible of the parameters CX ? k , ^ , L, T , and T , 
will be eliminated by reducing the system of equations to 
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nondimensional form. For this purpose, define: 
7 = (X e/L2 , (14) 
f = x/L , (15) 
t = T/T0 . (16) 
With these subs t i tu t ions , the system of equations (10)-(13) 
becomes: 
b t d 2 t 
(1?) 
t • - t ( £ - / p , ' o - f « i , 7»o , 
t ( £ ,0) - 1, O s f i l , (18) 
—^(0,7) =0, 7 ^ 0 , (19) 
1^(1 ,7) - G-Ht4(l,7), 7 » 0 . (20) 
°S 
In equation (20) the following dimensionless parameters 
have been defined: 
G = — ^ - , (21) 
M o 
H * * £- . (22) 
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If, in addition to the radiant interchange with the 
environment occurring at the surface x = L in i'igo 2, a 
constant heat input a per unit time and area, from an 
independent source is included, the expression for G in 
equation (20) becomes: 
G - £ 2- + I°_ . (23) 
kT kT o o 
The expression for H remains the same. 
Solutions to the system of equations (l?)-(20) are 
obtained in succeeding chapters. The range of values of 
the parameters G and H for which a solution is desired is 
O^G, H<*o # In practice, a much narrower range than this 
will suffice. 
Plan of Attack.—In solving the system of equations (17)-
(20), three approaches are presented. The first approach, 
which is covered in Chapter II, is that of the heat balance 
integral technique. This method was discussed in references 
(3-8) and applied to the semi-infinite body with radiation 
boundary condition in references (3, 7„ 8)* Schneider (8) 
also applied the method to the infinite plate, but did not 
carry the method through to a general solution<, Instead, he 
was content to leave the solution in terms of certain inte-
grals which he anticipated would be evaluated numerically. 
It is the purpose of Chapter II to derive an approximate 
general solution to the infinite plate problem by the heat 
20 
balance integral technique, and to present it in a form 
useful for computational purposes. 
The second approach, which is developed in Chapter 
III, is a numerical solution based on finite-difference 
approximations to the derivatives appearing in the differ-
ential equation and boundary conditions. Although the 
numerical methods of references (2, 17, 18) are applicable 
with suitable modification, the actual method chosen 
differs from each of these• The method developed in Chap-
ter III was used on a digital computer, and it was necessary 
to devise a method which gives a reasonably accurate answer 
in a reasonable amount of computer time. 
The third approach to the infinite plate problem is 
an experimental solution wherein the infinite plate is re-
placed by a finite plate whose thickness is small compared 
to its lateral dimensions. The experimental apparatus and 
procedures are discussed in Chapter IV, in which also are 
derived the equations for the necessary corrections and 
measurement of properties required in performing the exper-
iment. Also, the criteria,under which certain extraneous 
effects are negligible, are included in Chapter IV. 
In Chapter V are presented the numerical results of 
the three methods of solution discussed above. In addition, 
the numerical results from Zerkle (28) along with the 
asymptotic solutions of Abarbanel (10), are presented for 
a few sets of values of the dimensionless parameters G and 
21 
H. Also, the effect of varying the pressure of the medium 
surrounding the plate is discussed. A discussion is given 





The Heat Balance Integral Technique.—The heat balance inte-
gral technique affords an approximate solution to any of a 
large class of transient heat conduction problems* This 
method was applied in references (3, 4, 6, 7* 8) to various 
problems. The method is analogous to the Karman integral 
method for boundary layer flow. 
In the heat balance integral technique, the temper-
ature distribution within the body in question is approxi-
mated by a simple expression. If a polynomial expression 
is used, it will have the form: 
•*<£.p = V?> + V T ) f + *2(7')£
2 + ••• • (24) 
The coefficients A , A-,, Ao, • . « in equation (24) are 
determined in the following manner. First, equation (24) 
must satisfy the boundary conditions appropriate to the 
problem. Second, the total energy content of the body 
as determined from equation (24) must equal*the total energy 
input into the body by radiation. This condition, as will 
be seen, leads to an integral equation, which accounts for 
the name "heat balance integral technique." Third, if addi-
tional conditions are needed to evaluate all the coefficients 
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in equation (24), these conditions may "be obtained by com-
bining the boundary conditions of the given problem with 
equation (1?)» written at the corresponding boundary. 
Once the coefficients in equation (24) have been 
evaluated, the problem is essentially solved. From the 
approximate temperature distribution, approximations to 
other quantities of interest may be readily obtained. 
In applying the heat balance integral technique to 
the problem expressed in equations (17)-(20), the solution 
will be separated into two parts? the starting solution 
and the continued solution. The starting solution holds 
for small time values, during which the plate behaves 
essentially as a semi-infinite body having the same initial 
temperature distribution. The continued solution holds for 
larger time values, after the effect of the finite plate 
thickness becomes evident. 
The Starting Solution.—As mentioned above, the starting 
solution holds during small time values, when the infinite 
plate of finite thickness behaves essentially as a semi-
infinite body. This period ends when the temperature at the 
insulated face of the plate begins to change appreciably. 
During this period, in applying the heat balance integral 
technique, it is convenient to treat the finite plate as a 
semi-infinite body. Thus, during this period the mathe-
matical problem expressed by equations (17)-(20) is 
replaced by the following; 
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b t b 2t 
(25) 
t(f ,0) - 1 , £-1 ; (26) 
—jU,?.) - G ~ Ht4(l,p , £>0. (2?) 
In addition, the temperature t(£ ,T) is bounded as 
Goodman (3), Chambre (7), and Schneider (8) have each 
applied the heat balance integral technique to the problem 
of equations (25)-(27)* Although each of these authors 
indicated the procedure necessary to obtain a solution, nei-
ther of them actually carried the solution through to its 
completion. Also, the coordinate systems used in their 
papers differ from that used in equations (25)-(27). ^or 
these reasons, and also because of its importance in the 
development of the continued solution, the starting solution 
will be derived in detail in this section, 
Define for convenience: 
zC[) - t(l,£) , (28) 
so that equation (27) becomes: 
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2>t _. 4 
— T ( l , p - 6 - Ha* . (29) 
At any time ̂  > there exists a point in the semi-
infinite body where the temperature is on the verge of 
changing by a significant amount. The depth of this point 
from the surface is known as the penetration depth. The 
temperatures of all points farther from the surface will 
have ehanged by only a negligible amount up to this time. 
Put another way, the amount of energy which has been con-
ducted to depths greater than the penetration depth is 
negligibleo This penetration depth, which is a function 
of time 7% is given by ( 1 - 0 (7)) in Fig, 3» 
It is apparent from Fig* 3 that:; 
t [<5(2r),2T] = i . (30) 
In a homogeneous solid, both t(£ **£) and dt( g ,/£")/ h£ 
are continuous functions of £ and £ • Hence: 
T 4 [6(.Z>,T] - o • (3D 
Differentiating equation (30) with respect to time gives: 
| [ ^ r > . r ] - | j [ a < r > , z ] ^ 











Section of the Semi-Infinite Body 
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Using equation (31)» th i s r e su l t s in : 
~[6 (7), 7] -©• (32) 
d 6 
Then evaluating equation (25) at £ = 0(7) an(^ aPPlyinS 
equation (32) gives: 
— 7 5 [<5 ( £ ) . ! ] - 0 . (33) 
*r 
Equations (28)~(3l) aJid (33) are the boundary conditions 
which will be considered in evaluating the coefficients in 
the approximate polynomial expression for t(£,7)» 
The following polynomial approximation for t(£ ,7) 
is given: 
it may be easily verified that equations (28), (30)f and 
(33) are satisfied by this polynomial. Substituting equa-
tion (34-) into equation (29) leads to the result: 
3(Z-1) 
6(T) - l - 4 . (35) 
^ G- - Hz4* 
Next, an integral equation in the temperature 
t(£,7) i s obtained. Integrating equation (25) with 
respect to •£ gives: 
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tit*** >+ W 
^tJH^mm --g<i?7) 
Interchanging the order of differentiation and integration, 
and using equations (30) and (31) gives: 
1 
' <5<p 
*<f.2>£ + 6 (^) = - ~ ( i 5 r ) (36) 
Using equation (29), equation (36) reduces to : 
V / t(£,7)d£ =- a (7) *G-H^ . (37) 
*r <5tf) 
In question (37)? which is called the "heat balance inte-
gral," the integral is proportional to the total energy 
content at time 2/ • • 
Substituting equation (34-) into equation (37)» per-
forming the indicated integration and differentiation, leads 
to the equations 
d ( \ 
_/(B-l) [ 1-6(7)1 I - 4(G - Hz4) . (38) 
d7 \ J 
Substituting equation (35) into equation (38) {and performing 
the indicated differentiation gives upon rearrangement: 
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2 Hz5 - 3Hz4 + 2Ez5 + Gz - G 
- &y = — dz , 
3 (G - Hz 4) 5 
(39) 
in which the variables ^ an< -̂ z have been separated„ Inas-
much as z = 1 when ^ = G» both sides of equation (39) may 
be integrated to obtain; 
H H?7
5 - 3H7?4 + 2H7J5 + Q7\ - G 
(G - H7J4)3 
d7| (40) 
The integration indicated in equation (40) may be performed 
with moderate difficulty with the aid of a table of inte-
grals (40), and the result verified by differentiation. The 
result is: 
7-
3(z - 1)' 3z(z - 1) 
-- + 
8(G - Hz 4 ) 2 16G(G - Hz4) 
I n 
( H ^ z 2 + G
1 / 2 ) (H 1 /2 „ G l / 2 ) 
$ 2 H l / 2 G 5 / 2 ( H l / 2 z 2 _ G l / 2 j , ( H l / 2 + fil/2) 
( H ^ z - G 1 / 4 ) ( H 1 / 4 + G
1 /4) 
- ^ • a ? w I n 
^ 1 / 4 - 7 / 4 ' ( H l / 4 z + G V 4 ) ( H l / 4 _ G l / 4 ) 
H 





- t an 




For the special case where G = 0, equation (4-1) reduces to; 
^ = — (z8 + 14*2'- 36z + 21) , (42) 
168H2z8 
a result that may be easily derived by integrating equation 
(40) after first setting G » 0. 
Equation (41) provides a relation between z(T) an<i 
2f which, for known G and H, may be solved, albeit indirect-
ly, for z as a function of *Y • Thus it has been possible 
to obtain an approximation to the surface temperature his-
tory for the semi-infinite body. The approximate temperature 
at interior points of the body may be found from the follow-
ing formula, developed by substituting equation (35) into 
equation (34)s 
' ~ f(G - Hz4)£ +-Hz4...+ 3z - 3 - G.l.3, 
'.'..*(£:..2T>•- i + — - — - — ~ : — ' - L — — — - ' o (43) 
2?(z - l) 2 
Equation (43) holds f or £ £<5(£)» -for £ ~* 6 (*£) * 
t(£,^) = lo T^e quantity 0(7f ) ma-7 t e determined from 
equation (35)» once z has been determined*, 
The total heat transferred to the body from time zero 
to time £ is equal to the energy content of the body at 




Substituting equation (43) into equation (44), integrating, 
and then substituting equation (35)y leads to: 
Q(^) 3(z - I) 2 
— i : , — — - — — . (45) 
APoT L 4(G - Hz4) 
The starting solution ceases to be valid for the 
problem of an infinite plate as soon as the penetration 
depth reaches the insulated face (£ = 0)o This occurs when 
0 C£) - 0» Inasmuch as a different solution is applicable 
thereafter, it is important to know the time*£ , the surface 
temperature z , the temperature distribution 10(£)» and the 
heat transfer Q , valid when (5 (*£) • 0* as initial condi-
tions for the continued solution for the infinite plate, 
From equation (35)» when uCjj) ** 0 : 
Hz0
4 + 3z0 - (G + 3) - 0. (46) 
This quartic equation may be solved for z. by any of several 
methods, including the direct method although an iterative 
method is probably the most practical„ The process of ob-




1 7 3 * , , 
Q O ' 
G = (G + 3)H 1/3 
(47) 
(48) 
With these definitions, equation (46) may be rewritten as; 
~ 4 -z* + 3z^ o o G = 0 
(49) 
In Figo 4 , z i s p lo t t ed as a funct ion of Go From t h i s fig-
u r e , us ing equations (47) and (48) , the value of z may be 
obtained f*>r a given choice of G and H. 
Gnce z has been obtained, the other q u a n t i t i e s men-
t ioned above may r e a d i l y be found* These a r e ; 
° 24- 16G 
- In 
(H^V + G^XH
1/2 G 1 / 2 ) 
3 2 H l / 2 G 3 / 2 ( H V 2 ^ 2 _ G l / 2 ) ( H l / 2 + Q 1/2 } 
9 
- In 
(H^X - G1^)(H1/* + G1A) 
e w ^ V 4 (HiA + G1A)(HV* _ s iA } 
3 2 H i /VA L 
H 1 A H ^ z 
tan* 
1 A 
- t an 
G 1 A 



















- z 0 = G/3 




- " ^ 
T ' 
^ l̂  





G = (G + 3) H 1/3 
" 4 ~ "~ Figure 4. Solution of the Equation z + 3zQ - G = 0 
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One add i t i ona l quant i ty of i n t e r e s t i s the following 
dz \ 6(z r t - 1) 
• 2 •-. (53) 
2_ u„ 3 d ? ' / rt # -
H z ^ + :L 
t> O 5 o 
This completes the starting solution. 
The Continued Solution*—Mathematically, the continued solu-
tion is as followsi 
h t j>2t (54) 
*7 H2 
t - t ( £ , p , o - f* i , 2>70 ^ 
^ > L ) - t o c £ . ) f o - f - r , r (55) 
- ^ ( 0 , p = 0, 7^2S;.:'i- <56) 
-^(1,£) - G r Ht4(l,^)9 £ * £ . (57) 
af 
Figure 5 shows the conditions which apply during the domain 
of the continued problem,. Making use of equation (28),, 
equation (57) is replaced by: 
—-(1,7) * G ~ H z 4» ^ " ^ o • (58) 
35 
£ 
. Figure 5 
Section of the Infinite Plate9 with 
Insulated Boundary 
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Differentiating equation (56) with respect to T 
gives; 
2>2t 
— (of2T) - o ; 
afar 
then differentiating equation (54-) with respect to £ gives, 
in conjunction with the above equations 
>3t 
(0,2") = 0 .... (59) 
In a similar way, the following condition is obtained: 
3 & t -, , dz 
(1,^) - - W (60) 
&f3 ci^ 
The approximate expression for t(( ,( ) must satisfy as 
many as possible of the constraints expressed by equations 
(55), (56), (28), (58), (59) and (60). 
The solution derived herein will be based on the 
following quadratic approximation to t(f ^ ) , which auto-
matically satisfies equations (56) and (59)s 
*<£•?> = V P +A2<£)£2* (6D 
With only two coefficients in equation (61), it will be 
possible to satisfy only two of the remaining constraints 
of equations (55)? (28), (58), and (60). These coefficients 
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will be evaluated so as to satisfy equations (28) and (58)9 
the first order conditions at the two boundaries of the 
plate. In general it is preferable, in applying the heat 
balance integral method, to satisfy those boundary condi-
tions having lower order derivatives in preference to those 
having higher order derivatives (5). 
Applying equation (61) to equations (28) and (58)? 
gives for A-, and AoS 
G - Hz4 
Al " z ' ( 6 2 ) 
G - Hz4 
A2 = . (63) 
Then ^( c ^ ) becomes: 
G - Hz4 G - Hz4 
*(f ,7) -* — — + f2 • «*) 
and from thi,ss 
-^(f ,£) = [l • 2Ez3a -£ 2)] — . (65) 
°* d̂ r 
In a manner similar to that used in obtaining equa-
tion (37)» the heat balance integral is found to beJ 
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d/,Jo 
= G - Hz (66) 
Substituting equation (64) into equation (66), performing 
the indicated integration and differentiation, leads finally 
to the relation: 
*r 
$Mz:> + 1 
G - Hz 
dz . (67) 




z 1TH7J 3 + l 
zo G -• H7J 
4 
or, performing the integration with the aid.of tables (40):: 
T - T0 - V5 in 
G - Hz 




(jâ -H ̂ .^(s^V^o) 
2G3AH1/* L 
tan -II 
H ^ z , 





If G » 0, equation (68) reduces to: 
4 z z:5-z. ̂  
2f-7o..-'^4n^/i o (69) 
5 V c 5Hs0V. 
If t (£ ) represents the value of ^(£^) obtained 
from equation (64) when 7". « T , then;; 
_ . G — Hz^ G — Hz^ o' 
V ^ - O ' - T ^ ^ - ^ ^ -
Using equation (46), this "becomes: 
Vf> - ̂ -=-̂  + fe(.0 - D£
2 . (70) 
d 2 •? 
Equation (70) differs from equation (51) in comsequence of 
the fact that a quadratic approximation is used for the con-
tinued solution, whereas a third degree polynomial is used 
in the starting solution. The temperature t (0) » (3 - z )/2, 
is less than unity by the amount (z - l)/2. This error 
can perhaps be reduced by going to higher-order polynomial 
approximations to t (£,£)» such as a qfiiartie approximation* 
This point is discussed in more detail later* 
The energy corresponding to equation (70) is: 
% • ° J t V ^ - 1 ] d i - ° • 
APCT0L ° 
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This resuit9 which is obviously in error, is another mani-
festation of the effect discussed in the preceding paragraph, 
The energy content of the plate at time T is more accu-
rately given by equation (52)° 




•[ [*<f .r> - v £ > ] d £ + !£-1^ > (7D 
Jo /, 
where use is made of equation (52). Substituting equation 
(64) into equation (71) results in: 
QC2T> 1 4 1 1 5 / N 
= — ETT + z - -— ;;G + - - z 0 - — :• • (72) 
APcTQL 3 3 4 4 
The solution developed in the preceding paragraphs 
was based on the assumption of quadratic temperature distri-
bution,, This distribution was made to satisfy the conditions 
imposed by equations (28), (56) (58)* and (59)• The con-
straints imposed by equations (55) and (60) could not be 
applied, in addition to the above constraints, to a quadratic 
polynomial, which has only three coefficients to be evalu-
ated o Only by going to higher-order polynomials can all of 
the above constraints be applied. 
An attempt is now made to obtain an approximate solu-
tion based on a quartic temperature distribution of the forms 
4-1 
which automatically satisfies equations (56) and (59)« The 
coefficients A.,, Ao9 and A^ are to be evaluated so as to 
satisfy equations (28), (58)» and (60), no attempt "being 
made to satisfy equation; (55)• Evaluating A.,., Ao, and A, 
in terms of the surface temperature z leads to the follow-
ing equation for t(£ , T ); 
. • G - Hz 4 1 , dz 
t ( £ , / ; ) - « HZ^ —-
2 6 d£" 
1 x dz G - Hz
4 \ 0 1 z dz ,. 
_ HZ 3 — + £ 2 - — Mz3 £ 4< (74) 
3 d7 2 / 6 d̂ T 
Substituting equation (74) into the heat balance integral, 
equation (66), integrating, differentiating, and simplify-
ing, finally leads to the following nonlinear differential 
equation; 
d2z / 45 \ dz 3 I dz \ 2 
_ .. 15 + _ _ _ + _ 
d^2 \ 4Hz3 / d̂ T z \CL2T 
45(G - Hz4) 
4&z3 
(75) 
Because of its nonlinearity, solving equation (75) amalyt-
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ically appears to be a hopeless task, and thus a numerical 
solution was attempted* 
Equation (75) was solved numerically for one particu-
lar choice of values of G and H„ It was found that this 
solution afforded a slightly poorer approximation to the 
exact solution than did the quadratic solution. In view of 
the fact that the quartic temperature approximation, equa-
tion (74), satisfies higher order boundary conditions than 
does the quadratic approximation, equation (64), this fact 
is quite surprising. 
From equations (64) and (74), the following differ-
ence is now formed? 
^£ * 6 ̂ quartic "" ^£ * t ^quadratic 
= - — Hz3 (1 - £ 2 ) 2 . (76) 
Also, from equations (51) and (64), evaluated when *Y = ^ 
(or z = z0)? sn^ upon using equation (46), the following 
difference is founds 
t^S * t©^quadratic " to^S ̂  
---i (l-f)(zo~l)(l- £ +2£
2) . (77) 
From equations (21) and (22); 
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z • = ! • • . . - m ( ? 8 ) e T 
o 
When G=*Ho z » 1, 1<2 < z . and dz/dT > 0, Thus, the dif-e o e L/ 
ferences expressed by equations (76) and (77) are each 
negative for 0:5 £ -=1, since 1 - f + <=-£ =* 0 in this 2?ange„ 
Thus it is seen that the quartic approximation at fa = fa 
differs from t (£) by a greater (amount than does the, quad-
o «J 
ratic approximationo This same conclusion is also arrived 
at when G-=Ho As pointed out previously, this discrepancy 
between t(c\ T Q) from the continued solution and t (g ) 
from the starting solution, is an inherent defect in the 
approximation technique. However,, it now appears that in 
the process of satisfjring higher order boundary conditions, 
this discrepancy becomes more pronounced,. This suggests 
that in order to obtain a better approximation than the quad-
ratic solution^ attention must be given to the initial 
condition, equation (55) <> 
Before any attempt is made to satisfy the initial 
condition, equation (55)? two observations should be made. 
First, some discrepancy between "fc(£,T ) from the contin-
ued solution and t (£ ) is inevitable, owing to the differ-
ent forms of t(£,2f) in the starting and continued 
solutions, made necessary by the different boundary condi-
tions which apply to the two solutions. This discrepancy 
can best be minimized by equating the energies represented 
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by t ( £ , ~£o) and t Q ( £ )• This gives? 
\ *j£H -f«£>Zo*£ • (79) 
o o 
Thus the initial condition will be said to be satisfied if 
equation (79) is satisfied* 
The second observation is as follows. To satisfy 
equation (79)? either a boundary condition must be omitted, 
or a higher degree polynomial approximation to t(£ , ̂ ') 
must be employed„ Since equation (79) a.pplies only at time 
2^o9 one of the coefficients in the approximating polynomial 
can be determined only at ^ = 6o* ^ s ^me variation being 
left undetermined by this procedure <> Unless the time varia-
tion of this coefficient be determined in such a. way as to 
satisfy9 or partially satisfy, an additional boundary condi-
tion, difficulties will be encountered,, The reason for this 
is that a high degree polynomial, without sufficient con-
straint, may show maxima, minima, and points of inflection 
which do not appear in the exact solution» Figo 6 shows 
such a situation, wherein two approximations, one of degree 
higher than the other, both satisfy the same boundary condi-
tions o 
The conclusion now becomes evident* In order to de-
rive a quartic or quintie solution which is more accurate 









Two Approximate Solutions 
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devise a scheme whereby one of the coefficients in the 
approximate temperature distribution can be made to satisfy 
equation (79) whenT = T . and in some sense to satisfy an 
additional boundary condition when T' > T . Such a scheme 
is not presented in the present work0 
4-7 
CHAPTER III 
HUMERI CAL SOLUTION 
Outline of Procedureo--In this cha.pter an algorithm is 
derived for solving numerically the problem expressed by 
equations (17)-(20)» Also, an attempt is made to predict 
the error inherent in this algorithm* However, in view 
of the complicated boundary condition, equation (20), an 
exact error bound is not obtained» The question of sta-
bility of the numerical algorithm is considered* 
In performing numerical solutions of this type, it 
is customary to divide the plate into a grid consisting 
of a finite number of grid points<, Then, starting from an 
initial temperature distribution, the temperature at each 
grid point at time Y + fc^Y is computed from the known 
temperatures at time 2 * % " t±X • e^c« This process 
utilizes finite-difference equations derived from the dif-
ferential equation and boundary conditions which apply to 
the problem. This process is repeated until the tempera-
ture in the plate approaches the steady-state temperature 
as closely as desiredo In this way the transient tempera-
ture distribution in the plate is obtained* 
Although the starting temperature of unity, as 
contained in equation (18), is applicable to this problem, 
4-8 
actually starting the solution at this point has two disad-
vantages, These arise from the fact that at the point 
£ » 1 at time Y - 0«, there exist discontinuites in the 
temperature derivatives of all orders, and moreover, these 
derivatives are large in magnitude at points in the vicinity 
of the surface at small time values <> The first disadvantage 
is that it is difficult to determine suitable starting values 
of temperature at times ~A £ » - 2 ^ ^ » etc,, at the point 
£ « 1, should these be needed in the numerical algorithm. 
Secondly, no matter what algorithm is employed in the numer-
ical solution, errors made near the outset of the solution 
are relatively much larger than those made during the same 
time interval later on in the solution0 For these reasons, 
a more satisfactory initial temperature distribution is 
sought* 
The solution of Jaeger (2), alluded to previously, 
for the semi-infinite body, initially at a uniform tempera-
ture throughout, which suddenly begins to exchange energy 
at its surface according to a power law, affords an ideal 
starting solution* Until the temperature at the center of 
the plate begins to change appreciably, the plate behaves 
essentially as a semi-infinite body, to which Jaeger's solu-
tion applieso Thus the temperature distribution in the 
plate as determined from Jaeger's solution at time /" is 
to be used as the starting temperature distribution in the 
numerical solution. The time (. is that time at which the 
U o 
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temperature at £ = 0,, as determined from Jaeger°s solution,, 
differs from unity by an amount not greater than half the 
acceptabla maximum error in the numerical solution„ This 
value of ^ is approximately equal to the value of *Y 
determined in connection with the approximate solution of 
Chapter IIo The temperature distributions at times 
7 - A T ' » Yo ~ ^ A T » etcoj may also be readily obtained 
from Jaeger's solution*. 
The Numerical Algorithm*--In this section an algorithm is 
developed for the numerical solution of the mathematical 
problem expressed by equations (17)-(20)« It is assumed 
that the initial temperature distributions at times £ 0* 
i 0 ""A^ » etc., are known,, Except for the treatment of 
the boundary condition at £ « ls the solution developed 
herein is essentially that presented by Milne (41). 
Let the plate 0 ^ £ < 1 be divided into M segments, 
giving M + 1 grid pointso Let; 
£ = mh , m -= 0, 1, 2, ...', M , (80) 
L/ = (j O "*" ^"^ 5 n ^ U ^ 1 9 ^ 9 0 0 0 5 " 1 j ~*- 9 o o © 5 ^O-L ^ 
in which h is the space interval 1/M, and k is the time - -
interval yet to be determined„ Also, the following notation 
is used: .- ; 
Vn = t(mh' Z'o + nk) ' '"'• : 
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With the above notation, the mathematieal problem of equa-
tions (1?)-(20) becomes % 
b t >>2t 
«_JiS = °
 ]lhn , (82) 
a 7; &£? 
m = u^ J. ̂  ̂-9 0005 n5 n = t/, j.5 ̂ _, o « « 5 
> t 
°*£ = 0, a = 0, 1, 2, ... ; (83) 
»^S « G _ H tM „ , a = 0, 1, 2, .00 * (84) 
In addition, t 0* m « 0, 1, 2, o««>, M is known., as is 
t„ n * tw 05 etc, as needed* The following equations, m 5 — J . m , •"•£-
obtained from equation (82) will prove useful; 
* V B . ^ V n „ Aa.a 
»-4 I 2 ^ 2 b£ 
d Vn = d ^a.a m d Vn 
&r 3 '":*r^£4 a f 6 
(85) 
(86) 
In this derivation it is assumed that the derivatives 
of t of all orders are continuous throughout the range 
XU 5 XX 
0* £ <1, £ —lj{Q
3*®9 ^S a result, a Taylor series expan-
sion for temperature may be written about any point (£ ^ ) 
within the range mentioned,, Writing Taylor series in £ for 
ffi = -L, £., o o o , 11**" J. , n ~ v / , -L, £_ , o o o S 
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t . t + h — ^ s 
m+l,n m,n -v £ 
. £ }S*.+£ *bz±. £ IS** 
2 h i 2 6 2 > £ 5 24 * £ * 
h5 2>5t n h
6 B**ii+' £, n 
J. ffl^H b - l , / o n N 
120 S ^ 5 720 fc £ 
and 
h t 
t , - t - k ^ J ^ 
m-±9n m,n *, 
h2 a 2 t n h
3 b 3 t . .„ h4 a \ „ 
_ m n̂ _ moil __̂  m0n 
2 hg2 * b£ 5 ^ bf4 
h 5 a 5 t h 6 a V ^ , 
120 & £ 5 720 & £ 6 
where 0 ^ £-, , C ? ~ l o Adding equation (87) to equation 
(88) g ives 9 upon rearrangements 
o tj c_ -• • — £.t„, __ + t*_ i „ 
nun i + l , n m«n m-l .n 
*£2 
h2 g V h* a 6 * m + s , 
SJLS _ _ IJLSt , ( 8 9 ) 
12 d £ 4 360 b £ 
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where -If ^ , * 1 . 
A Taylor series may also be written in *Y , which 
when rearranged gives % 
w nun _ aun+l nun 
&r 
k b 2 t m _ k
2 ^ ^ m ^ + M i SaS _ ± (90) 
2 
2>r" e it 
in which m = lv 2, '•©•,' M~l9 n = 09 1, 29> «. o * „ and 
o- /Xx-io 
Substituting equations (89) and (90) into equation 
(82), and utilizing equations (85) and (86) leads tos 
k / 2W 
m, n+1 "* o 'm+19 n I 0 I m 5 n 
h^ \ h^' 
k / k2 h2k \ b 4t. n 
+ — t , + — - . ^ n 
hT \ 2 12 / df 
6 
+ _ = _ _ _ =^£. (9i) 
k3 d"tm9n+/Z1 h \
 b *•+£, n 
6 £ 6 360 & £ 6 
If 
k - h2/6 , (92) 
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t h e n e q u a t i o n (91) "becomes 
"t^T y, + 4-t ^ + t , • 
t a _ B ± L L S _ 3JL£_ 2=Li£ + P (93) 
m,n+l r 1 * w 
i n which? 
h 6 a 6 t m s n + / X l h
6 a 6 t m + ^ 
P i s _ . _ T ^ _ _ • _ — _ 2 ^ i S „ (94) 
1296 b f 6 2160 d £ 6 
It is recalled that equation (93) is vsilid for m = 1,2,.,., 
M-l, n = 0, 1, 2V . «.9 and that in equation (94-) 0— /Xj 51, 
Equation (89) may be readily modified to apply when 
in s o, n s 0, 1, 2V ©«o o By defining a fictitious m » -1$ 
equation (83) may be replaced by the conditions 
—1 n ~ 1 n 9 n = u9 19 «is oo« » V3/5./ 
Then, utilizing equation (95)9 equation (93) becomess 
*o.n+l = *'' ° , n + Pl • ^6) 
In equation (96), P-̂  is given by equation (94) 9 with m = 0, 
In the numerical algorithmv equations (93) and (96) 
are to be used, after dropping the term P., which then be-
comes the truncation error for a single time step0 It is 
seen that P-, is of the order ho The corresponding rela-
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tion for the grid point at the boundary m = M ( £ - l ) i s 
derived in Appendix A» This equation has the truncation 
error term Pp°9 waich is also of the order h 0 After omit-
ting the truncation error terms, the numerical algoritlim 
is now summarized; 
t •-, + 4t + t -, 
t • „m+l?n m^n J£ZLL£ (qn) 
X n + 1 g. » K?n 
m — J - j C 5 » o o j FI*™ J. 9 n s = U i j -L. 5 £_ j o 
t 1 r, + 2 t r , r» 
to,n+l = - J ^ ™ ; " ^ » n « 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ; ( 9 8 ) 
2 
'M,n+1 " "1 " "2 wM,n+l 
J 
"bwr ^ 1 = Dn + I ) 0 t M ^ n 5 li = 0 5 1 , 2 , ooo . ( 9 9 ) 
The following defined terms are utilized; 
16 2 . 9 
D - 3 + — Hh tg (tM - — tw „ , ) | (100) 
o 5
 uM 9n
V MM sn lg
wM,n-l 
Dl - 7(tM«l,n + hG + V ( 2 
4 r 9 2 7 
~ ^ % $ n [" ™ ^.n-l
 + ^n^M.n-l + ̂ M . n j ;.(101) 
D2 - " - h H *H,a/?o > \ ( 1 0 2 ) 
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The required initial data are t Q for m = 0, 1, 29 <,*.», M 
and also t™ __-.• Once the space interval h = 1/M has been 
selected, the time interval k is automatically fixed by 
virtue of equation (92). 
The numerical algorithm expressed by equations (97)-
(102) was utilized in writing a computer program for use on 
the Burroughs 220 computer with algebraic complier. This 
program is reproduced in Appendix Bo 
Error and Stability Analysis,,—In this section an analysis 
is made of the maximuia error to be expected in the execution 
of the numerical algorithm expressed by equations (97)-(102)0 
In this connection there are two major considerations to be 
taken into account. The first consideration is the question 
of stability; that is, the condition whereby small errors 
do not magnify as the solution proceedso Stability is 
demonstrated in the case of equations (97) and (98), but is 
simply assumed for the case of equation (99)9 although a 
nonrigorous argument is given in support of such an assump-
tion,, The second consideration is that of the maximum 
accumulation of truncation error by the time the numerical 
solution has been completed0 In estimating the magnitude of 
this accumulation of truncation errors s it is assumed that 
all truncation errors are of their greatest magnitude 
throughout and in the same direction, and that none of them 
are attenuated as the numerical solution proceeds*_ Even 
with these assumptions, it is impossible to obtain an exact 
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error estimate9 since the sixth order derivatives in the 
expressions for P1 and P2 (equations (94-) and (All) of Ap-
pendix A) cannot be evaluated a p]?iorio However, these 
truncation error terms are assumed to be bounded, as follows 
Pll ' IV1 " Ph6 ° (103) 
The stability of equations (97) and (98) is estab-
lished in Appendix Co No attempt is made to prove stability 
of equation (99)? in view of its extreme complexity and 
iterative nature» However, an argument which indicates that 
equation (99) is stable, is as follows? According to Dusin-
berre (42), stability occurs as a general rule if none of 
the coefficients t (1 , t , or t , on the right side 
m+l,n * m9n
 v m~l,n ° 
of the difference equation are negative.. With reference to 
equation (A10) in Appendix A, it is seen, upon proper re-
arrangement of this equation, that the coefficients of 
^M n' ^M-l n' ^M n-1 a r e a"*"̂" Posi"kive o n "^ne right hand side 
of the equationo Also the coefficient of t« -, is positive 
on the left hand side of the equationo On the strength of 
the above argument, it is assumed that equation (99) is 
stableo If not, this fact should at least be evident from 
the numerical solution itself« 
The accumulation of truncation error is next con-
sidered, In Appendix I) it is shown, subject to certain 
approximations, that the truncation error for a single time 
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step is bounded bys 
En+1 "
 En = P h 6 ' ( 1 0 4 ) 
where E represents an. upper bound on the absolute trunca-
tion error after n time steps„ Thus it follows immediately 
that; 
!E ^ Ert + nPh





B ( p = EQ +• 6P( T-T0> • (107) 
Equation (107) then affords an error estimate after time"Y 
haa elapsedo However, the value of P is unknown a priori, 
and in order to predict the error, its value must be esti-
mated in soige manner 0 
There are three reasons why the errors should turn 
out considerably less than predicted by equation (107)» 
First, the errors made early in the solution may attenuate 
somewhat toward the end of the solution, as seen by equa-
tion (C19) in Appendix Go Second, not all the errors are 
in the same direction, and some of them are thus cancelledo 
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Third, the sixth-order derivatives in the expressions for P-. 
and Pp do not assume their maximum magnitude over the entire 
range of integration,. Taking all these things into consid<| 
eration, it is felt that the error estimate of equation 




Experimental Apparatus <,-—An experimental solution was ob-
tained in connection with the problem expressed in 
equations (l7)-(20)o This experiment was designed with 
two purposes in mind* First, it was desired to confirm 
the results of the approximate and numerical analyses„ 
Second, it was desired to estimate the effectiveness of an 
experimental approach in cases of the generic problem not 
readily amenable to analytical or numerical solution„ 
Figure 7 shows a schematic diagram of the main por-
tion of the experimental apparatus» An asbestos sample 
was placed inside a vacuum chamber, whose walls were cooled 
by water circulating through the surrounding jacket. Two 
heaters, made by stringing chrome! "A" wires between mica 
supports, were placed opposite the faces of the sample,> 
Three thermocouples were imbedded inside the sample near its 
two faces and its centero The thermocouples at the faces 
of the sample were imbedded slightly within the sample* A 
radiation shield (not shown) was placed adjacent to the 
edges of the sample<> 
Additional equipment not shown in Figure 7 consisted 
of a multipoint recording potentiometer, used to record the 
#„>«! '\ * ,**+ ~$ MjJ * .Ej, 
To Vacuum 
Pump 
I From McLeod 
\ Gage 
0" Ring Seal 
Chamber Wall 
Asbestos Sample 
1 Cooling Water 
Outlet 
Cover Plate 
Cooling Water Inlet 
Water Jacket 
Mica Support 




voltage output from the thermocouples imbedded in the sample 
as well as thermocouples attached to the inlet and outlet 
cooling water tubes, two variable transformers for regulat-
ing the voltage supply to the heaters, a vacuum pump and a 
McLeod gage used for measuring the pressure within the sys-
them« The thermocouple leads and heater leads were taken 
through the cover plate by use of special ceramic plugs 
available commercially for such purposes„ The vacuum cham-
ber and McLeod gage were connected to the vacuum pump by 
means of special vacuum hose and copper tubing„ 
Following a suggestion given by Peek, et: alo (44) 9 
the inside surface of the vacuum chamber was coated with 
Tglyp-tar" lacquer9 in order to reduce the danger of leaks 
into the system., The cover plate was sealed to the chamber 
by means of an "0" ring seal a 
Figure 8 shows a view of the face of the sample, 
together with the heater and details of construction of the 
mica supportso 
Specifications of the experimental apparatus are 
given in Appendix E0 
Experimental Procedure0—The experimental procedure was as 
followsi The vacuum pump was turned on and the system 
reduced to a suitable pressureo The heaters were turned 
on and the sample brought up to a uniform temperature,which 
was to be the initial temperature for the run. Cooling 











Detail of Mica Support 
Figure 8. Detail of Heater Construction 
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After the system had reached steady state2 the exper-
imental run was started<> To start the run, the heaters were 
switched off and the various temperatures recorded as a fun-
tion of time0 The temperatures recorded were the following; 
temperature at the center of the sample, temperatures at 
the two faces of the sample, inlet cooling water tempera-
ture, and outlet cooling water temperature,, The run was 
terminated after the difference between the sample tempera-
ture and the cooling water tempersiture was reduced to five 
per cent of its initisil value o 
The recorded data was reduced to nondimensional form 
for comparison with the approximate and numerical solutions* 
In order to do this, it was necessary to measure the values 
of the shape factor combination °^. L/k and of the diffu-
sivity (X * These quantities were measured on the experiment-
al equipment itself; the procedure for their measurement is 
discussed in subsequent sections0 In addition, a correction 
for deviation from a step-function boundary condition was 
applied to the data, as is also discussed in a subsequent 
section0 
Shape Factor Measurement<>—The combination of properties 
5̂"L/k was measured for both faces of the sample, with the 
sample in place in the experimental apparatuso The basic 
procedure was as follows0 The heater opposite the face 
of the sample for which ̂ L/k was to be measured was 
turned off, and the other heater turned on to a suitable 
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voltage. After steady state had been achieved, readings of 
the surface temperatures and of the center temperature of 
the sample were taken<, From these readings, the combination 
^L/k was computedo 
Under the conditions outlined above, there is a 
steady heat flux through the sample9 which is dissipated "by 
radiation from the cold face to the vacuum chamber wallso 
Writing an energy balance about the cold face (the face of 
the sample for which ̂ L/k is being measured) givess 
±_ « _ * . c_ o (108) 
k 2Cr(T 4-T 4) 
v c e J 
A difficulty was encountered in applying equation 
(108), since it was desired to measure <:^L/k for tempera-
tures ranging from 3? to the maximum temperature which could 
be obtained in the systemo With T, equal to the maximum 
temperature obtainable in the system <> T was found to be 
considerably less than T, 9 such that ^L/k could be evalu-
ated only over about half the range indicated0 To measure 
ĉfL/k at higher temperatures, the heater opposite the cold 
face was turned on9 but to a lower voltage than the heater 
opposite the hot faceQ Doing this effectively changes the 
environmental temperature opposite the cold face, thus re-
ducing (T, - ^e)° Upon denoting this new effective 
environmental temperature by T '9 equation (108) becomess 
e 
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<3f L 0?, - T 
£_„ . _ _ * £ ^ _ . (109) 
k 2£T(T 4-T j4) c e 
To measure T °, the higher heater voltage was re-
duced to that of the lower, and the sample allowed to reach 
steady state• When this had occurred^ the sample tempera-
ture was that of the effective environmental temperature 
T ° e 
Heater Designs-It is the purpose of this section to indi-
cate the method of designing the heaters in order to main-
tain the sample at a given steady temperature• It is 
assumed that half the energy radiated "by the heater imping-
es on the surface of the sample, while the other half 
strikes the vacuum chamber walls directly. All the energy 
incident on the sample surface is, in steady state, either 
reflected or reradiated to the vacuum chamber walls. (Thus 
sufficient energy from the heater must strike the sample 
surface to provide for radiant exchange between a like 
sample having a black surface and the vacuum chamber walls« 
Let ^f° denote the gray body shape factor between the sample 
surface and the walls, under the assumption that the sample 
surface is black ( £ = !)<> Thens 
= ZCTK *?• (I *-0) . (no) ^w ~~ "s w x~o ~e 
where T here represents the steady, uniform temperature 
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at which the sample is to "be maintained„ 
Let P "be the watt equivalent to q 9 and thus the 
electrical power input to the heatero Then the heater cur-
rent and voltage are given bys 
(111) 
v - V ^ R ~ * (112) 
The complete heater design must take into consideration the 
supply voltage and maximum current, and the resistance per 
foot of heater wire* The heater design will be pursued no 
further; however9 specifications for the heaters used are 
included in Appendix E0 
The energy given off by the heater wire at a uniform 
temperature I is; w 
<a = ere A T 4 o (113) 
•̂w w w w 
Equating this to equation (110) results ins 
Tw = [ v C - *.4> ] 1 A > (114) 
where s 
2K °3: 
K. . s ^ - o (115) 
1 € A 
w w 
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Thus the heater wire temperature necessary to establish a 
steady-state sample temperature T , is given by equations 
(114) and (115). 
Correction for Deviation from Step-Function Boundary Condi-
tion ,---As soon as the current is shut off from the heater 
wires9 at the beginning of the experimental run, they cool 
rapidlyc, soon reaching an equilibrium temperature interme-
diate between that of the sample surface and that of the 
wallo Although this cooling process is assumed to be 
instantaneous in developing the approximate and numerical 
solutions s in practice the process requires a finite time to 
completeo To compensate for this, the experimental run was 
assumed to have started a short time after the heaters were 
shut offo The amount of this time lag, denoted by 0, is a 
correction which was applied to the experimental data. The 
magnitude of 8 is such that the energy dissipated from the 
wire after shutting off the current is the same in the 
assumed step-function boundary condition as in the actual 
case0 
Let T be the heater wire temperature and let its 
initial value before shutting off the current be denoted by 
T o The total energy dissipated by the wire after the 
current is shut off is given bys 
E = C W A
V w < T w o - V > <116> 
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where c D V is the total heat capacity of the wire. The 
Vf ' W W 
co r rec t ion 0 i s to "be such t h a t ; 
E = 0-ewAw (Tw o* - T e
4 )§ . (117) 
Equating the right sides of equations (116) and (117) 
results ins 
T - T 
@ = K 12 _£_ ? (118) 
4 4 
rp ^ ,̂ fn 
wo " e 
in whichs 
^w w w 
K m . w w w , o ( 1 1 9 ) 
2 ere A 
^w w 
The time correction 8, as determined from equations 
(118) and (119)9 was subtracted from the observed time read-
ings in the experimental data, 
Diffusivity Measurement«•—To measure the diffusivity (X of 
the sample, the following procedure was used. First the 
sample was brought up to a steady temperature T., , slightly 
lower than the temperature for which OC was desired* Then 
the heater voltage was suddenly increased sufficiently to 
cause an ultinfate rise in temperature of the sample to Tp« 
The variation of temperature at the center of the sample 
during the initial part of this heating process provided 
the basis for determining (X • 
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The temperature rise (Tp - T-, ) is sufficiently small-
approximately 40 to 80°]To—such that the radiation boundary 
condition may be replaced with good accuracy by a linear 
boundary condition, if properly chosen* Let T̂ , be a temper-
ature such that (T^ - T-,)~(T2 - T1)/3,.and let T^ be the 
temperature of the center of the plate at time 6/-y when the 
surface temperature is T̂ o Replace the actual fourth-
power boundary conditions 
12(1,6) = ^ [ T / - T V ) ] , (120) 
bx L L ^ 




 T(L>@)] • (121) 
Let equation (120) and (121) be identical at the tempera-
ture (T^ + 0?,)/2o This requirements leads to the results; 
1 /c3^\ 16T0
4 - (T.+T-,)4 
b L = -CT J~ " —±-^— . (122) 
8 \ k / 2T2 - T1 - T3 
The use of the boundary condition of equation (121), 
where b is given by equation (122), leads to a well-known 
convection problem, whose solution is (4-5): 
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\ - *2 V e~°n 1F^ 2 sin
 6n 
T-, - T0 n=l 1 - x2 n=J- u n + 2 aiI1 ^ n 6^ + \ sin 26 
(123) 
In equation (123)9 • ©~ is the time at which the center 
temperature is T^0 The term O n in equation (123) is the 
n°th root of the equations 
ctn &„ * (§rvA>L •• C124) 
^ n w n 
From equations (122)~(124) and the observed values of T-,, 
Tpo f.5 a n d 4̂? values of OC at (T-, + 2L)/2 were computed* 
Measurements of (X were made over the complete range of 
temperature which could "be obtained in the system<> 
The effect of deviation from a step function bound-
ary condition9 discussed in the preceding section as applied 
to the experimental run, also applies to the procedure for 
measuring (X o Instead of correcting for this effect by-
applying a time correction as was done for the experimental 
run9 a different form of correction was chosen for the pro-
cess of measuring (X « This effect was compensated for by 
overshooting the voltage increase for a short time, then 
cutting back to the correct final voltage, in such a way 
that the energy dissipated by the wire was the same as in 
the step-function case* 
Let v-, be the voltage corresponding to the steady 
sample temperature T-,, Vp correspond to Tp, and v° be the 
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maximum heater voltage which is held for a brief period ©-, 
after the voltage is first increased• The energy balance 
gives? 
v° 2 - v 2 
5o415 ~T~ @1 ~ CwPwV*w2 ~ V • (125) 
where T . and T p are the heater wire temperatures corres-
ponding to the steady sample temperatures T-, and T0 respec-
tively* From equation (125) and foregoing equations, the 
value of v5 may be computed for an arbitrarily chosen value 
of ©1o 
Effect of Ambient Pressure,—In this section the effect of 
an ambient pressure greater than zero is studied<> With an 
ambient medium present, conduction and convection effects 
influence the boundary condition, which would otherwise be 
that of pure radiation9 and in turn influence the tempera-
ture within the plateQ 
To study the effect of such conduction and convection, 
an additional term is added to equation (9)s with tempera-
ture now being denoted by Ts 
^ t a ? 
b T or" G 
(L9@) - 2L£ [Te
4-^(L99)] +-.[Te-T(L,e)] . (126) 
b x k 
In equation (126), G is the conductive or convective coef-
ficient, and is assumed to be constant at a particular 
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pressure for purposes of this analysis* In nondimensional 
form, equation (126) becomess 
^ t 
a , £ ) - G - Ht 4 ( i , ^ ) + J - K ta,2T) *• f12?) 
af 
in which; 
J - CLTeAT0 ., (128) 
K » CL/k (129) 
For fixed geometry and temperature of the ambient 
fluid, the coefficient C in equation (126) varies with pres-
sure in a manner shown qualitatively in Pigo 9 (46). At 
very low pressures9 the curve for C as a function of p, 
curve I in Figo 9? approaches an asymptote given by (46): 
/IP"** 
- alPy-iT V , (130) 
where 
lb 1 / 2 Btu 
a, = 17.1 o (131) 
-L T /<-» -7 /O 
hr ft1/2 lb//2 
Since C is assumed to be constant, it should he evaluated 
at some mean temperature of the ambient gas. As the pres-





Variation of Goefficient C with Pressure 
in a Perfect Gas 
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value, curve II in Pig. 9* which is proportional to the 
thermal conductivity of the ambient medium* For a perfect 
gas, the thermal conductivity is theoretically independent 
of pressure, down to the transition region between durves I 
and II in Fig. 9» As pressure is increased in the region 
of curve II, free convection effects eventually become sig-
nificant, causing a continuous increase in C with increasing 
pressure (curve III),, 
In Appendix F, a criterion is derived by which the 
effect of the presence of an ambient medium can be estimated. 
It is assumed that the effect of conduction and convection 
in the ambient medium is small in comparison with the effect 
of radiation. Thus the temperature change in the plate 
brought about by conduction and convection is treated as a 
small perturbation to the temperature change resulting from 
radiation. As is shown in Appendix F, the effect of conduc-
tion and convection in the ambient medium upon the tempera-
ture history of the plate will be small if: 
J - KP> 
2 <c-=l , (132) 
4HI> 5 
3 
where P^ is a mean value of t(l,2f)» the surface temperature 
history when conduction and convection effects are absent. 
The theoretically correct value of P,, which cannot readily 
be determined, must lie between unity andt • If P, = 1 is 
used, or P, = 3t./2 if 1 ^ 3t /2 I* t , the criterion of 
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equation (132) is conservative; probably a more realistic 
value is P̂ . = (1 + t.)/2. As shown in Appendix K<> this 
assertion is borne out for at least one choice of values of 
the parameters G- and E» 
In the above paragraphs, the effect of conduction 
and convection in the ambient medium is considered, How-f 
ever, in connection with the experimental procedure dis-
cussed earlier in this chapter, an additional effect 
becomes important0 In the test for measuring the. shape 
factor combination IJ'L/k, an ambient medium was present, at 
essentially the same pressure as in the experimental ruru 
In Appendix G it is shown that, under certain assumptions, 
the effect of conduction in the ambient medium upon the 
measured value of *̂ F L/k is such as to exactly cancel the 
effect upon "k(£s?^) during the experimental run* In arriv-
ing at this conclusion, the pressure of the ambient medium 
is assumed to be the same in the experimental run as in the 
test for measuring <3*L/k. Also it is assumed that conduc-
tion and convection effects are small in comparison with 
the radiation effects, Thus it is concluded that conduc-
tion and convection effects in the surrounding medium have 
a negligible effect upon the measured temperature history 
t(r* 9?f)» as long as the pressure in the ambient medium is 
smallo The exact range of pressures for which this effect 
is negligible was not determinedo 
Although conduction and convection in the ambient 
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medium are expected to have an effect upon the measured 
value of diffusivity (X 9 such an effect is not considered 
hereino 
Other Effectso—Several additional effects, which were 
found to have a negligible influence upon the temperature 
history "k(£\7) a s measured in the experimental analysis, 
are considered in this sectionQ The first such effect is 
that of the error introduced by using the mean cooling water 
temperature as the environmental temperature T , instead of 
using the temperature of the inner surface of the vacuum 
chamber walls. This choice for T was made because unex-
e • ' 
pected difficulties were encountered in attempting to 
accurately measure the temperature of the vacuum chamber 
wallso 
The total energy per unit time transferred through 
the walls to the cooling water is initially given by; 
Q = 60826 v2/R , (133) 
where v is the heater voltage and E its resistance« Imme-
diately after the heaters are shut off at the start of the 
experimental run, this value is reduced to; 
Q == 3*413 v2/E , (134) 
and then continues to reduce, approaching zero asymptot-
ically at large timec 
The mass flow rate of cooling water is then given by; 
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a - Q/A*H 0 *
 (135) 
The mean temperature T at the inside surface of the vacuum 
chamber wall is given bys 
e * XHO0 
c. 
*- - ?u r> + Q I — + • I . (136) 
: A C A c c c c 
in which (5 is the thiciness of the wall, T„ Q is the mean 
cooling water temperature, and the subscript "c" refers to 
the wallo Substituting equation (134-) into equation (136) 
gives; 
Te = TH 0 + 3 o 4 1 3 — I ~~ + '" ~ I ( 1 3 7 ) 
The value of m from equation (135) is used in evaluating C 
c 
in equation (137)» 
The basis for deciding whether or not f - T„ Q from 
equation (137) is negligible, is as follows. If the back 
radiation CT0! T is negligible in comparison with the radi-
ation from the plate Q'°^T , then replacing Tft by T„ 0 has 
a negligible effect upon the value of t(£,^")o 
The effect of lateral conduction in the sample was 
considered in designing the experimento To estimate the 
effect of lateral conduction, the sample was replaced by a 
semi-infinite body initially at a uniform temperature• At 
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the start of the run, this semi-infinite "body commenced to 
lose heat from its surface at a constant rate equal to the 
maximum rate at which the given sample could lose heat from 
its lateral surface. Let L-, represent the distance from the 
sample to its nearest lateral edge. Then the time at which 
the temperature at distance L-, from the surface of the semi-
infinite "body first changed by a significant amount , was 
taken as an estimate of the time at which lateral conduction 
affects the temperature at the center of the sample. 
The surface of the sample was heated by a series of 
heater wires located a short distance away from the surface 
(see Figo 7)° Under such conditions, the surface of the 
sample is not uniformly heatedo To assess the effect of 
such nonuniform heating, the shape factor between the heater 
wires and an element of area dl on the surface parallel to 
the wires (see Figo 10) was evaluated as a function of loca-
tion of element dlo For this purpose, the surface was 
assumed to be infinite in extent, and an infinite number of 
equally spaced parallel wires was assumed„ For the heater 
design used in the experimental analysis, the variation of 
shape factor with position of the element dl was found to be 
approximately one per cent, and was thus neglected<, 
Another effect which could cause a variation in tem-
perature across the sample surface, is a variation of shape 
factor between elements on the surface and the vacuum 
chamber wallo To study this effect, the shape factor 
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between element dl (see Fig, 11) and the cylindrical wall 
was evaluated as a function of position of the elemento It 
was found that this shape factor is independent of position 
of the element dl. 
Certain other minor effects were considered which, 
however, are not discussed hereino 
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CHAPTER V 
NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Numerical Results*—The experimental analysis described 
in Chapter IV was performed in the Mechanical Engineering 
Research Laboratory at Georgia Institute of Technology<, 
The maximum temperature to which the sample could be raised 
was approximately 500°Fo9 while the cooling water tempera-
ture varied from 75-81°F* The experimental analysis was 
performed in three phases» In the first phase, the shape 
factor combination °3f L/k was measured for several tempera-
tures in the range 80-50QoF* In the second phase, the 
diffusivity OC was measured at several temperatures over the 
same range* In the third phase, seven experimental runs 
were performed with three different initial temperatures 
in the above range« 
The experimental data and sample calculations from 
the tests for measuring shape factor and diffusivity are 
presented in Appendix H* The variation of shape factor 
with temperature is shown in Fig* 12, where the shape fac-
tors are shown for each side of the sample* The designa-
tions "red side" and "black side" refer to the color wire 
used to connect the respective heaters, and are retained 
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Variation of Shape Factor Combination with G?emperature 
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of the sample*, The variation of diffusivity of the sample 
with temperature is shown in Fig* 13» 
The third phase of the experimental analysis consist-
ed of the experimental runs proper—the measurement of the 
temperature-time history of the plate in cooling down from 
its initial temperature to the ambient temperature„ In all, 
seven runs ..were conducted during this phase of the analysis, 
for which certain measured and computed values are tabulated 
in Table 1. The column headed AT*, ~ refers to the maximum 
H2° 
rise in temperature of the cooling water after the heaters 
were shut off* 





No. /^Hg.abs. OJi o-p «>J» G H 
1 5.1 504.5 81„0 0o5 0.0370 0.374 
2 lo? 186.7 79-4 a: 0.0 0o0612 0.126 
3 2o8 374.5 80ol 0.2 0.044 0.254 
3' 3.0 374,5 77o0 0.2 0.044 0.254 
3a 60 375-0 76*3 0.2 0.044 0.254 
3b 23© 374,5 75-8 0.2 0.044 0.254 
3e 29*25* 374.0 75oO 0.3 0.044 0.254 
*in. Hg. abs. 
The temperature-time histories for runs 1,, 2, and 3 
are plotted in Pigs. 14, 15* and 16 respectively. In these 
figures, several experimental values are plotted,, for both 
sides of the sample, and also for its center. The corres-
• — - — - — - — 
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ponding numerical solutions are also plotted for comparison,, 
It is seen that the maximum error in the experimental values 
is about two per cent. In Appendix I are presented some 
sample calculations necessary to obtain the values plotted 
in Pigs* 14-, 15, and 16. 
Figures 1?» 18» and 19 show a comparison between the 
different methods of solutiom, with the exception of the 
experimental methodo The numerical solution, the quadratic 
approximate solution, and the solution of Zerkle (28) are 
shown. Also shown are the short-time and long-time asym-
ptotic solutions of Abarbanel (10)• 
Taking the numerical solution as correct, it is seen 
that the quadratic approximation is accurate to about one 
per cent, except for interior points in the plate for a 
brief period beginning at time CQ° Zerkle
1s solution is 
accurate to about 1«5 per cent, as can be seen from the 
graphso The above comments apply to the range of values 
of G and H represented in runs 1, 2, and 3 5 some comments 
as to the accuracy of the various methods outside this range 
are made in a subsequent section,, 
Probable Error Effects,—In this section is considered the 
effect of certain errors known to have been committed in 
performing the experiment• Although it is recognized that 
certain random errors are inherent in the instrumentation, 
for which no correction is possible, some speculations are 
made regarding the effect of certain systematic errors 
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known to be present. 
The first effect considered is that due to the error 
of using the mean cooling water temperature as the environ-
mental temperature 9 instead of the inside wall temperature. 
This effect is discussed in the section entitled "Other 
Effects" in Chapter IV» In Appendix J the values of the 
convective coefficient 0 in equation (137) between the 
cooling water and the vacuum chamber wall are obtained5 and 
the inner wall surface temperatures found0 The error in 
the back radiation is (T^Jr (T - T ) , and a comparison of 
o^ e e 
frV 4-
this quantity with the radiation C°£ T from the sample 
shows the former quantity to be negligible<,' Hence, replac-
ing the inner wall temperature by the mean cooling water 
temperature appears to be an acceptable procedure, 
The thermocouples at the surfaces of the sample were 
deliberately imbedded slightly within the sample, to avoid 
the effect of a different cooling rate of the thermocouple 
wire than of the sample surface, due to different values of 
emissivityo This imbedding of the thermocouple wiref—by an 
unknown amount—creates in itself a source of error„ In 
3?igo 20, the experimental data for run number 3? modified 
as discussed below, is plotted, together with the numerical 
solution, with the temperature-time curve for £ * 0.9 also 
included. 
As seen in Figo 139 the diffusivity (X varies notice-
ably with temperatureo Although the mean value of diffusivity 
2 3 4 5 
Figure 20 
^Experimental Data of Run Noc 3 Considering Variable Dif fus iv i ty 
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was used in reducing the experimental data for plotting 
Figs* 14--16, this procedure nevertheless introduces a cer-
tain error. In Fig* 20, the value of diffusivity from 
Fig. 139 valid at the individual temperature of each data 
point, was used in computing the nondimemsional time ̂ f £°r 
that data point. In this way, the variation of diffu-
sivity with temperature was taken into account,, It is not 
suggested tljat this means of accounting for variation in 
OC is exact, or even a good approximation? it is merely 
interesting to observe the effect which this procedure has 
upon the experimental curves. It would be interesting to 
compare theoretically the temperature-time history based on 
constant (X , with the history obtained from a variable C( , 
where actual temperature is reduced to nondimensional form 
by using the actual value of OC which holds at the particu-
lar temperature so reduced. Such a comparison is suggested 
as a field for future investigation, 
It is seen from Fig, 20., that modifying the experi-
mental temperatures as suggested in the preceding paragraph, 
effects good agreement over most of the time range, if the 
surface thermocouples are assumed to be imbedded by an 
amount L/10, It is not suggested that the thermocouples are 
actually imbedded this much. Instead, it is felt that other 
systematic error effects, whose identities are as yet 
unknown, account for most of the error remaining in Fig, 20• 
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Effect of Ambient Pressureo-—In Chapter IV and Appendix G it 
is shown that the presence of an ambient medium at low pres-
sure has a negligible effect upon the temperature-time 
history of the plate, provided that the shape factor combi-
nation ̂ TL/k is measured with the same ambient medium 
present at the same pressure0 In this section? the effect 
of an ambient medium upon the temperature-time history, 
when c^cL/k has been measured in a perfect vacuum, is treated, 
A criterion for predicting whether or not the effects of 
conduction and convection in the ambient medium are neglig-
ible, is given in equation (132), and is derived in 
Appendix Fo 
As shown in Table 1, run No<, 3 was duplicated but at 
several values of ambient pressure<, Curves representing 
.•i 
the experimental data for these runs are plotted in Fig0 21 
for £ = 0 and £ = lc It is seen that even with an ambient 
medium present at atmospheric pressure, the error in the 
temperature-time curve is only about six per cento It may 
also be observed that the curves for pressures of 60 and 
250 microns of mercury pressure are almost identical, which 
suggests that the coefficient C in Figo 9 is given by 
curve II of that figure, a result borne out by calculation. 
Calculations also reveal that for the 2»3 M H6« pressure 
run9 the coefficient C is about half way up on curve I in 
Figo 9o 
Assuming t h e 2„3 fJL Hg« run t o be co r rec t , , t h e 
t (<£»0) = IcO 
0o6 — 
A L 
G = 0.0445 
H = 0 .254 
•2o3 / /Hg0 
•250 ^ H g c 
• 60 tIEg0 
i— 
29c25 i n , Hg, 
t ( £ 9 °o) = 0,647 
i i • i 
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7 
Figure 21 • 0 
Experimental Results for Run Noc 3 Repeated with Various Ambient Pressures 
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absolute errors for the 250 /JL Hgo and the atmospheric pres-
sure runs are plotted as a function of time in Fig« 22„ 
These errors are also percentage errors based on the initial 
temperature t(£,0) = 1. Also plotted in Fig0 22 are the 
predicted error curves corresponding to both pressures<, 
These predicted error curves were obtained from the solution 
to the system of equations (F6)-(F8) and (F10) in Appendix F, 
given by Jakob (45), for the conservative case where 
P^ = 5t /2 = Oo97° These predicted error curves approach 
the value given by equation (152) asymptotically*, The values 
of J and K for use in equations (F10) and (152) aj?e computed 
for the 250 fJL Hgo run eind the atmospheric pressure run in 
Appendix K„ 
From Fig„ 22 it is seen that for the atmospheric 
pressure run, the error prediction is conservative by a 
factor of two<> For the 250 /JL Hgo run, the error prediction 
is conservative by a factor of one and one-halfo However, 
for this run the measured error is only about one per cent9 
part of which may easily be attributed to other errors„ 
Extension of Range.,—-The range of values of G and H for 
which solutions were obtained in the previous sections was 
necessarily limited by the range of temperatures obtainable 
in the experimental apparatus» In order to form some idea 
as to the merits of the approximate and numerical solutions 
and Zerkleffs, solution, over a wider range, these solutions 
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These results are tabulated in Table 2, where the maximum 
errors in the quadratic approximation and in Zerkle's solu-
tion are shown for £ = 0 and £ = 1« These errors are 
determined relative to the numerical solution*. Two errors 
are given for the quadratic approximation at £ = Oo The 
first is the maximum error, occurring at time 2f0
i> given 
by (z - l)/2. The second is the maximum error occurring 
in the range ẑ  * t(0,?^) - t for heating or o t/ e 
z > t(0,2f) > t for cooling* 
Table 2. Errors in Quadratic Approximation 
and ZerkleJs Solution 
/ • i _ "/-"iL—, 
Run Quad. Zerklecs Quad. Zerkle°s 
No. G H Approx. Sol°n Approx., Sol°n 
1 0.0125 0.20 1 % 1 % 2.5 % 1 % 1*5% 
2 0.040 0.00015625 0 0 0„6 0 0 
3 2.0 0.00782 5 3 32 6 2 
4 0.0 loO 3 3 8.1 2.5 0.5 
Although it is dangerous to generalize too freely 
from the limited results of Table 2, a few comments 
nevertheless appear to be in order. Both the quadratic 
approximation and Zerkle's solution give very good approxi-
mations for small values of G and H. These solutions 
become poorer approximations as either G or H, or both, 
assume larger values„ On the whole, Zerkle5s solution 
appears to be slightly closer than the quadratic approxi-
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mationo However} the values of G and H in Table 2 were 
selected so that Zerkle's solution could be read directly 
from his charts without interpolation,. His solution is 




The results of the analytical and experimental solu-
tions presented herein agreed on the whole very closely with 
each othero The differences are of the order of magnitude 
of accidental errors to be expected in the instrumentation 
for the experimental solutiono 
The numerical solution presented no great difficul-
ties, and agreed closely in every case tested with the 
large-time asymptotic solution, even after running for a 
large time interval„ It is felt that the amount of computer 
time necessary to carry through a complete solution for a 
particular choice of G and H—less than thirty minutes on 
the Burroughs 220 computer in most cases—is not excessive * 
The program actually used in performing the numerical solu-
tion has a disadvantage in that the initial values must be 
obtained from a separate program and then fed into the 
computer along with the program for the numerical solution, 
necessitating extra handlingo Also, no provision is made 
for automatically changing the size of the space interval 
as the solution proceeds—the program must be fed into the 
computer separately each time the interval is changed* These 
defects are minor and can be easily remedied if desired„ 
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The quadratic approximation gives good results for 
most values of the parameters G and H of interesto The 
advantages of this method are that it gives an equation 
relating temperature and time and that this equation holds 
for all time values and becomes increasingly accurate at 
large times. Some disadvantages of this method are that 
the equation is not explicit in temperature, that it is 
rather difficult to solve, and that the surface temperature 
curve has an abrupt change of slope at time ?" * Also, 
there may be large errors in temperature near the center of 
the plate for a brief period starting at time £ • 
Zerkle's solution is also a good one, having the 
advantage of giving a quick answer at least as accurate as 
the quadratic approximation0 Disadvantages of Zerkle°s solu 
tion are that it usually requires interpolation not only 
between curves on a chart but between charts as well, and 
that his charts do not extend to very short or very long 
timeso 
The experimental analysis gave unexpectedly good 
resultso It is felt that this illustrates the desirability 
of measuring the properties of the sample in place in the 
experimental apparatus, where feasibleo The test for mea-
suring diffusivity appears to give good results, whereas 
the test for measuring the shape factor combination %L/k 
seems to give only fair resultso 
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It appears there are now serveral methods available 
obtain a good engineering approxiniation to the problem of 





A host of new problems is suggested by the solutions 
presented in this paper» Of primary importance, from an 
academic viewpoint, is the need for an exact analytical 
solution to the problem treated in this paper» 
Numerous examples of special cases of the generic 
problem involving the infinite plate suggest themselves « 
One problem arises upon replacing the radiation boundary 
condition by one of combined radiation and conduction or 
convection* Other problems arise when the adiabatic bound-
ary condition is replaced by one of fixed temperature, or 
by one of uniform heat transfer, or by a convection bound-
ary condition,, The treatment of a composite infinite plate 
is suggested as an interesting problem <> Also of interest 
is the treatment of the infinite plate with temperature-
dependent propertieso In all of these cases, it would be 
logical to attempt an approximate solution based on the 
heat balance integral technique, a numerical solution, and 
then an exact analytical solution„ Some experimental work 
might also be devoted to the above problemso 
Extension to other geometries is Important, with a 
treatment of the infinite cylinder and sphere meriting 
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early consideration,. In these cases the heat balance inte-
gral technique, the numerical technique, and the experimental 
method should be applied, and finally an analytical solution 
obtainedo 
Additional work needs to be done on the problem 
treated herein0 A reasonable quartic or quintic approximate 
solution based on the heat balance integral technique should 
be obtainedo In the numerical solution a more sophisticated 
error estimate and stability analysis for the nonlinear 
boundary condition is worthy of effort0 An investigation 
should be made to see if the numerical technique could be 
performed with less computer time9 or to see if another 
technique would give equally accurate results with less com-
puter time0 
The procedure used in the experimental analysis for 
measuring the diffusivity of the sample seemed to give good 
results, and should be further investigated as to its 
accuracy, with a view toward using this method to measure 
the diffusivity of various substances* Alternatively, the 
solution to the problem treated in the present work forms a 
possible method for measuring diffusivity* The idea would 
be to take the diffusivity as that value which reduces the 
experimental temperature-time history to fit the numerical 
solution* This method too should be investigated as to its 
accuracy* The problem mentioned in the section entitled 




DERIVATION OF DIFFERENCE EQUATION AT THE BOUNDARY • £ - 1 
In this section is derived that portion of the numer-
ical algorithm which applies at the "boundary m •= M (£* 1). 
The following equations apply at this boundary; 
af 
"•* . 6 - H t * „ ; (84) 
'M,n > 
^.-n ^ ̂ .n 
9 
obtained from equation (82)s 
•JL^LLS - ^ ^ . n 
& ^ n _ b ^ n 
*f5 HHZ 
(Al) 
ihS. = i i iS = _ 4H t M
?
n S ^ ; (A2) 
(A3) 
^r \ &r 
10? 
%** . l!^ . (A5) 
In each of the above equations 11=0^ 1, 2, • e» » 
Next, the Taylor series expansion for t« , is 
written; 
b "tM h 5 t, 
%-l,n " *M,n n ~ 
2 & ^ 
!̂ *V» + ̂ »Vn 
6 ^i3 24 *£4 
^ ^Vn h6 »6tM-^4.a 9 9. (A6) 
120 ^ ° 720 2>£b 
valid for n = 0, 1, 29 . «•, where O S (.f lo Substituting 
equations (Al)-(A5) into equation (A6)9 and simplifying, 
leads tos 
n - l , n n9n ™?n 
, , h 2 , 2 H h V n | a t M i n H ^ ^ / b t M t m '
2 
A±^X*ha.±.^te. (A7) 
2* 30 ' b"^ 2 720 b £ 3 
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Next, the Taylor series expansions for t™ -, and 
are written in terms of t M • and th< 
M9n 
thereofo Combining these expansions gives 
t™ T e derivatives 
a tM,n = ^ n + l ~ ̂ M.n-l _ ̂ _
 M»n*^4 . ( A 8 ) 
n 2k e ^ 3 
2 
d ^ n _ ̂ .n+l ~ 2tM,n+tM,n+l 
k 2 
k p *M,n+)Li2
 a ^ . n - ^ 
^ r 3 &Z 
(A9) 
where 0 * (A ̂ ^ M z f l <^d =1 < ^ ^ ^ l o 
Substituting equations (A8) and (A9) into equation 
(A?)9 then collecting terms, finally leads to i 
16 3 9 2 
3 + — Hh tM^n - - Hh t M > n tM^n-1| t M f n + 1 
= Vl,n + h G + 2tM9n
 + " H h *M?n + ~ =* *H*» ^ n - l 
. - - ** *H?n *M%.1 " ~ m ^fn Vjn+1 + P 2 • <A 1 0> 
v a l i d f o r n = 0 , 1 , 2 , <> <> 0 „ and where § 
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P 2 = 
h 6 Hh 7 t M
3 H h 7 t / 
+ _JliS +
 H ^ n ( t M 
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af 6 a£6 
in which O^/i-p* M 2s k 4 — ! and -I25 fl^ 2EI0 It is noticed 
that Pp is of the order h 
Equation (AlO) can be solved for t« _.-, most conven-
iently by an iterative process0 To facilitate this process, 
the following terms are defined? 
16 
D^ = 3 + — Hh tM*^ (t, t, 
16 
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Thus, equation (AlO) nay be rewritten in the following 
abbreviated forms 
^ n + l = Dl + D2 ^yn+l + V » (A13) 
for n = 0, 1, 2, »oo o When the truncation error term 
PP° is omitted, equation (99) results„ 
APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
Several computer programs were written in ALGOL 
for use on the Burroughs Algebraic Compiler at the Rich 
Electronic Computer Center at Georgia Institute of Tech-
nology,, Three of these programs are reproduced in the 
following orders A program for evaluating the approximate 
solution; a program to provide sta:?ting values for the 
numerical solution; and a program for the numerical solu-
tion itselfo 
Program for Quadratic Approximate Solutiono-—-This program 
is reproduced belowo Corresponding to a particular choice 
of the parameters G and H, the program causes values of 
t(f 9 T ) to be printed out, corresponding to values of 
£ and Q which are also printed out„ For each choice of 
G and H, an input data card is required on which the fol-
lowing information must be provided in order; G, H9 M, N<, 
Here M+l is the number of values of £ for which t ( ^ , ^ ) 
will be printedo In this program, the oiitput format is 
designed on the assumption that M = 10 will be read in» 
The quantity N represents the number of values of 9f for 
which fc(£$'£') w i H be printed* 
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Program for Starting Solution0—Jaeger's solution (2) for 
the semi-infinite body is used to obtain starting values 
for the numerical solution., A program written for this 
purpose is reproduced below* A set of input data on 
several cards must be read in. The first data card must 
contain values of G, H<> M, and S, where M is the same as 
defined in connection with the approximate solution above, 
and where S determines the number of terms to be evaluated 
in the series of Jaeger's solution., Further data cards 
list, one entry per card, the values of *Y for which values 
of "t(£,'X) will be printed out» For each such value of 
1J 9 t^£ 92f) w i l 1 b e P r i n t e d for M + 1 values of £ • The 
last data card in the set must contain a number less than 
zeroo 
Several procedures are included in this program* 
These include procedures for evaluating n!, C(nsm) » 
ni/ml (n-m) 1 , the gamma function P(:K:), and the nfl» order 
integral of the complementary error function, inerfc(x)«, 
Program for Numerical Solution—The following input data 
must be read in the order listeds G, H",'M, z d, T » tQ Q 
1 o9 P o9 ° ° ° * M«=.I n 9 M n9 &nd **•»* -j« in tne above, 
zend "*"s *kat sur^ace temperature which terminates the solu-
tion0 
COMMENT PROGRAM FOR QUADRATIC APPROXIMATE SOLUTION TO THESIS PROBLEM $ 0 2 
COMMENT INSERT PROCEDURE RESUkTPRINTM AT THIS POINT HKOl*LtH * 02 
PROCEDURE RESULTPRINT(TAU*Z»DZDTAU,T().MtP.Q.R) $ 11 
BEGIN INTEGER R tM-tP.Q * ZZ 
EITHER IF R EQL 2 * ZZ 
BEGIN P » P'+ 2 ' ! '®.;-
WRITE(S$F0RM1) * ®g 
WRITE($$RESUkTS»F0RM2) * L 
WRITE<$$F0RM1) E N D * ^ 
OTHERWISE • *r 
BEGIN IF P EQ4 1 $ WRITE!$$F0RM4) s ^ 
IF MOD (P-0,45) EQL 1 $ WRITERSSF0RM3I $ 13 
IF M0D(P»5) EOL 1 * Jf 
BEGIN P r p + 1 * *;: 
WRITE($$F0RM1) E N D J J| 
WRITE <SSRESUbTS*F0RM2) E N D * v7 
OUTPUT RESUkTS(TAU,2#DZDTAUfF0R I = (1,1,M+1)$T(I>) I Ji 
FORMAT FORM!(WO) #
 $ J! 
FORM2(S7.5tS8.4,S11.6»S12.4»S10.4,3S7.4>2S10.4,3S7.4»S10.4>WO)# 20 
F0RM3CW1,* TAU Z DZ/DTAU X/ta- 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 7? 
# < f ° * 5 0 . 6 0 . 7 0 . 8 0 . 9 1 .0**WO) * 22 
F 0 R M 4 t W 0 , * TAU^ Z D Z / O T A U . X / k - 0 0 . 1 0 . 2 0 . 3 23 





' $ • 2:9 
KtSUbTPRINT( t 
INTEGER I » M i N . P » G , R 
AR AY T i l O O H X I U O O ) 
P P 1 . * READf$3DATA) 
ZO = 1 .0 $ ZOA = 0 . 0 
UNTIL ASStZO - ZOA) LSSl 1.0**^6 )Z0 * *r\ 
BEGIN ZOA a 20 ? 3?
EITHER IF MAXfG#H) LEO 2.0 $ 32 Z.0 « 1 + <G » H.ZO.Z0 .20.20)73 
OTHERWISE  33 
„ $ 34 
£0 * C f G * 3 ( 1 * Z O H / H 1 * 0 . 2 5 E N D s 35 H 
EITHER IF G EQk 0 . 0 $ B 6 £w 
TAUO * r 3 / 1 6 8 H . * U Z 0 # 8 » 0 ) ( E 7 
0»75(Z-1)iZ-li/G.G 
OTHERWISE 





Z0*8*0 + 14Z0*ZO fc 36Z0 +21) * 
OR IF H EQL 0*0 . * 
TAUO = 0«75{Z0-1)IZ0-1)/G#G ? ft 
OTHERWISE •• ?f 
TAUO = 1*0/24 + Z0/16G + 42 
<3/32H*O.5.G*1.5)LOGC{H*O*5*Z0*ZO + G*0*5) 43 
(H*0.5 - G*0.5)/<H*0*5.ZO*Z0 - G*0*5)(H*0.5 + G*0*5)j 44 
(9/64H*0«25*G*l*75)(kOGHH*0*25*Z0 * G*0#25> 4* 
(H*0*25 + G*0*25)/(H*0*25.Z0 + G*0*25MH*0*25 * 
6*0*25.)) + 2ARCTANUH/G)*0*25) * 
2ARCTAN<(H/G)*0*25*Z0)> s 4 a 
ZINF = <G/H1*0.25 $ ZEND = 1.0 * 0.99(ZINF - 1) $ 49 
DELTA2 « (ZEND - 1)/N $ DELTAXl = 1-n/M * *I 
r ^ T . L : ( 1» 1* M +1> $ XI (11 = (1-1)DELTAXl $ 31 
WRITE($$PRELIM#F0RM1 * ZZ 
P = 0 $ Q = 35 I ?! 
FOR Z = a.O,DELTAZjZ0)#fl.O^ABS<DELTAZ).ZO) $ 5 4 
BEGIN EITHER IF G EQL 0*0 * *£ 
TAU = <3/168H#H*Z*8.0MZ*8*0 + 14Z*Z - 36Z + 2 1 ) $ * A 
OR IF H EGti 0*0 * |* 
$ 5 8 
$ 5 9 
60 
OTHERWISE 
TAU * 3tZ-l){Z-l)/8tG-H#Z*Z*Z*Z)*2*0 
3ZTZ«1)/16G-(G - H*Z.Z.Z.Z} A1 
<3/32H*O.5.G*1.5}LOG<{H*0*5*Z*Z + G*0*25) li 
(H*0.25 - G*0.25)/rH*0.5*Z*Z - 6*0*5HH*0.5 + G*0*5)) &3 
(9/64H*0.25.G*l*75)(LOG(iH*0«25*Z * G*0*25) AA 
<H*0.25 + G*0*25)/lH*0v25*Z + 6*O*25HH*0.25 - 6*0*25)) £5
2ARCTANt-CH/G1«Q.Z3l - 2ARCTAN { CH/G)*0*25*Z>} $ H 
DEL = 1 - 3(Z-l)/fG-H*Z*Z.Z*Z) 
FOR I * (1*1#M+1) 
BEGIN EITHER IF Xifll LSS DEL 
Ttl ) a i.o 






EH® $ 73 
DZDTAU - 2 ( G - H * Z . Z # Z * Z ) * 3 * 0 / 3 m * Z * Z » 2 t 2 « Z - 3 Z + 2 ) + 6 ( 2 - 1 ) 1 $ 74 
P * P+ l $ 2B » 2 $ 7 5 
RESULTPRINT(TAUtZ»DZDTAUvT()»M»P*Q»1) END $ 76 
FOR Z ffi ZO . ". $ 77 
BEGIN TAU t= TAU0 $ T-8 
FOR I a (1*1#M+1) $ 79 
T(I) = 1+(G.XI( It*t;UZ0«Z0*Zt>«ZO:«(l'-Xl(IiIV'+320-3''-G-1*3»0y27{Z'O-,"l) 80 
(ZO-1) $ DZDTAU = 2(G-H»ZQ.Z0»Z0.Z0)*3«073(H*ZO.Z0*ZOIZO.2O 81 
320+2)+G(20-l)) S P * P+l $ 82 
RESUkTPRINT(TAU#2*DZDTAU»T{)*NUP»Qi2> END $ 83 
FOR Z « (ZB+DELTAZtDELTAZ»ZEND)>(ZB+DELTAZv^ABS(DELTAZ)>ZENDl $ 84 
BEGIN EITHER IF G EQL ©•• 0 $ 85 
TAU = TAUO - 1*33L0GC2/Z0) - (2,7.7 - 20*20*20)/ 8© 
3H*20*20.20*Z.2«2 $ 87 
OR IF H EQL 0.0 $ 88 
TAU * TAUO + IZ - 20)/G $ 89 
OTHERWISE $ 90 
TAU * TAUO + LOGnG-HiZO*Z0«ZO*ZG)/CG-W»Z«Z«Z4Z))/3.0 + 91 
U/4G*0*75.H*0«25)LOGf (G*0*25+H#0t 25 *Z ) <G*G.25feH*0.25•ZO)/ 92 
(G*0.25-H*0.25.Z)(6*0«25+H#0.25.20))+(1/2G#0.75*H*0.25)(ARCTAN 93 
i{H/G)*0»25»Z> - ARCTANt(H/G)*0*25»20)) $ 94 
FOR I » (1»1*M+1) $ 93 
T(l) * 2 - 0.5(G-H*Z.Z«Z*Z) (l^XHIItXIU)) $ 96 
DZDTAU * {G~H*Z.Z*Z*Z)/(U/3)H«Z.2*2+1) $ P * P+l $ 97 
RESUkTPRINT(TAU>Z#DZDTAUfT() •M»P>GU1) END $ 98 
GO TO PP1 ' S -99: 
INPUT DATA(G*H*M»N) $ 100 
OUTPUT PRELIM(G#HfM*Nf20»TAUO#2INF»2END»DELTAZ»DEkTAXD $ 101 
FORMAT F0RM«W1»-*G ~**SI2 #8 rWO-.**H =**S12*8 fWO **NUMBER OF SPACE INTERVALS 102 
**• 15 ».W0 ••NUMBER OF TIME INTERVALS =*»I5»W0**Z ZERO =*»S12.8 »W**TAU 2 103 
ERO =*#S12*8»W0»*Z INFINITY =*»S12.8>W0**2 END =*»S12*8fW0#*DELTA Z «*»• 104 
S12*8»W0**DELTA XI =**S12*8iWO>WQ>Wd*WO) '$ 105 








'? SAWPfeE DATA CARD*-** 
|: *0445 0*254 10 25 * RUM HO• 3 
COMMENT SOLUTION OF THESIS PROBLEM BY JAEGERS METHOD - TO BE USED AS 2 
STARTING VALUES FOR NUMERICAL SOLUTION $ 3 
COMMENT INSERT PROCEDURES FACTORIAL()» C(H GAMMAO > INERFCH• AND 4 
PRINT(> AT THIS POINT $ S 
COMMENT THE FIRST INPUT CARD CONTAINS G, H* THE NUMBER OF SPACE INTER- 6 
VALS M» AND THE MAXIMUM NUMBER* S* OF TERMS TO BE TAKEN IN THE 7 
SERIES FOR T(I)« SUBSEQUENT CARDS CONTAIN THE TIME VALUES FOR 3 
WHICH TU) IS DESIRED* THE LAST TIME CARD SHOULD HAVE A NUMBER 
LSS 0.0, THUS CAUSING THE NEXT CARD* CONTAINING NEW VALUES 
OF G» H» M.» AND S» TO BE READ IN# 
PROCEDURE FACTORIAL(N) 
BEGIN INTEGER I» N 
F = 1«Q 
IF N GTR 1 
BEGIN FOR I = (2tl#N) 
F = IVF END 
IF N LSS 0 
F « OiO 
FACTORIALO « F 
RETURN END FACTOR I Ala { ) 
PROCEDURE C(N#M) 
BEGIN INTEGER I» M» N 
X = 1#© 
EITHER IF (IN LSS M) OR (N LSS 0) OR (M LSS OH 
X * 0*99999999**49 
OR IF C(M EQL Hi OR {M EQL 0) OR (N EQL 0)) 
X « 1*0 
OTHERWISE 
REG IN I z. § i f Pi i 
X = I*X 
FOR I * (2-»l*Ml' 
x * xvi 
FOR I * (2*l*mM) 
X = XVI END 
CO « X 




$ F 1 
$ F 2 
c n 
x m 
$ F h 
$ F § 
$ F 6 
$ f 7 
$ F 8 
$ F 9 
s F1Q 
$ C 1 
$ C 2 
$ C 3 
$ C 4 
$ G 5 
$ C 6 
$ £ 7 
$ \j^ Q 










BEGIN FLOATING X»H*Y 
H = 1«0 
Y = X 
Al** EITHER IF Y EQk 0*0 
H = 0*99999999**49 
OR IF Y EQk 2*0 
GO TO A2 
OR IF Y kSS 2*0 
BEGIN H « H/Y 
Y * Y * 1*0 
GO TO Al END 
OR IF Y GEO 3*0 
BEGIN Y * Y -1*0 
H = H*Y 
GO TO Al 
OTHERWISE 
BEGIN Y = Y * 2*0 
H = (( f (MU*6063118**-3*Y + 5 • 1589951**^3) Y + 
4*45TI4***-3)Y + 7.2ll0157**-2)Y + 8*21tl74**~2)Y • 
4*117742**^1}Y + 4«2278746**-l)Y + 0.99999998)H END 
A2.* GAMMA{) « H 
RETURN END GAMMA() 
PROCEDURE lNERFC(N*Xi 
BEGIN INTEGER U N 
EITHER IF X EQk 0*0 
ERFCX a 1*0 
OR IF ABStX) GEQ 4*0 
BEGIN Al = A2 - 1/X 
A10 = 0*99999999**49 
1 * 0 
UNTIk f lABSCAl? kSS 1*0**^12) OR CABSiAl* GTR A 8 S i A 1 0 ) H 
BEGIN 1 = 1 + 1 
A10 - Al $ H I £ 
Al = WU(2I -1 ) /2X*X * ™ A2 fe A2 -f A l END 
$ G 1 
$ G 2 
$ G % 
$ G 4 
$ G 5 
$ G 6 
$ G 7 
$ G S 















$ I 1 
$ I 2 
$ I 3 
$ I 4 
$ I § 
$ i 6 
$ I 7 
$ I 8 






ERFCX = EXP(-X.XIA2/1* 7724538 
OTHERWISE 
BEGIN EITHER IF X kSS -2i0 
BEGIN A « ^310 
CO = |«9999778 
GO TO-.PPI 
OR IF X kSS 0#O 
BEGIN A = • -1#0 
GO = It 8427008 
GO TO PP1 
OR IF X hSS 2.0 
BEGIN A = 1#0 
GO = 0«15729921 
GO TO PP1 
OTHERWISE 
BEGIN A » 3i© 
GO = 2*209©4**-5 
GO TO PP1 
PP1*« Y = X*A.' 
CI = i-2EXP(^A#A)/l»7724538 
f> — ^" * ».J 
u - Vt.i«T 
ERFCX « CO + D 
I = 1 
UNTIL ASS(D) L.SS 1*0**^1© 
BEGIN .I = 1 + 1 
C2 * -2A.C1 - 2(1^2ICO 
CO = CI 
CI « G2 
^ — L/ » « 1 / V. Klf I > / i 
ERFCX * ERFCX + D 
IERFCX = EXP{-XvX)/l*7724538 - X*ERFCX 
EITHER IF N kSS 0 
ANS = 0#99999999**49 
r\e* T c* M i—«» >» 







ANS « ERFCX 













<t T OR 


























ANS = IERFGX 
OTHERWISE 
BEGIN PI = IERFGX 
P2 « ERFCX 
FOR I = 12 + UH)' 
BEGIN ANS = iPZ ~ 2X*P1)/2I 
P2 = PI 
PI = ANS 
INERFGf) * ANS 
RETURN END INERFCf) 
PROGEDURE PRINTCGiH•M»TAUfDZDTAUfT{)#PfR$Q) 
BEGIN INTEGER I>^# P* R* M» Q 
IF (MOD(P,55) GEQ 50) OR (P EOL 0) 
BEGIN WRITE($$RESUkTSl»FORMl) 
Q * 0 
WRITE($$RESULTS2*FORM2> 
FOR <J = (6*4#M) 
WRITE{ $$RESWTS3• FORNI31 
WRITE($$RESUkTS4»F0RM41 
Q = P + 3 + f{M~21/41 
OUTPUT RESULTS!(G*H »M1# 
RESULTS2(TAU*02DTAU#FOR I = (1*1»MIN(M> 511$T<111# 
RESULTS3(FOR 1 = («»*1 tMlNIU+3 »M) 1$T ( M 1 • 
RESULTS4(IfM+ll*R) 
FORMAT F0RM1(W1»*G =*rS15«8 »B10**H =*» S15*8 tBIO #*NS>. OF 
s##I5*WO»W0*# TAU DZDTAU 
(0*DELTArx/Ll*ll Z 
• FORM 2{2S12* 8 » 2 S17•8• 3 S12*8 *WO)* 
FORM3(B46*4S12*8*W0)* 
F0RM4(B94 fS17•8 i19 > WO fWO) 
RETURN END PRINT!) 
INTEGER I> Ji Mi N, P» Q» R* S 
ARRAY XI150).# 1(50)* A U O Q W BMOO) 
PP1*« READ{$SCONSTANTS) 
FOR I = (1»1»M+1) 
•if 11 tJ Q 
XII11 = (FL0AT(I-11)/M « u 
$ 149 






END END $ 156 
$ 157 
$ 158 
$ P 1 
$ P 2 
«• «"v <•* 4> r .j> 
$ P 4 
END $ P 5 
$ P 6 
$ P 7 
$ P 8 






SPAGE INTERVALS P15 
T FOR X/L • « : ; P16 











At I t =* 2<G-H| /1*7724538 
B U ) a 4 A t U 
FOR I * ( 2 , 1 i S ) 
BEGIN A( I I **r*HrGAMMAfO#5( 1+1) I B ( I - l > / G A M N A f 0 * 5 ( I + 2 I I 
B ( I I a 4 A ( I 1 
FOR «j * ( U 1 , I 4 ) 
B U I * B d V + ( 4 C t I - l * I - J ) - C t I - l , J | | A { j ) B { I - J ) END 
P s © 
PP2»« READ|$$TIME) 
IF TA0 LSS 0*0 
GO TO PP1 
2 - 1*0 
13 « V - 1*0 
1 = 0 
DZOTAU * i # 0 
UNTIL IABSUM + ABStV l l LSS 1»0#*~8 
BEGIN I = 1+1 
U = A( I } * T A U * M V 2 * 0 ) /FACTORIALS ) 
Z » Z * U 
V » A i n ^ 
h 7 P I T A f t *» r i 7 f \ T A t t j . .w 
FOR I = <M»*1*1) 
BEGIN U a 1*0 
T ( I ) « l i Q 
R * 0 
UNTIL fABSfUl LSS 1*0***8) OR (R EQL S) 
BEGIN R « R*l 
U « r4 tALI ) * lR /2#0)GANMA(0«5(R42«0MA(R| 
Tin « t i n - • u FMn CKm 
PRINT«G»H*M>TAtJ*DZDTAtJ*T< } *P*R$Q) 
P a Q 
GO TO PP2 
INPUT GOMSTANTS,|tG»H#MfSi# $ 50 H 







































«*«„ m.^ ^ ^ N T ^ R E F E R S J O THE NUMBER or TERMS EVALUATED 
FINISH $ 54 
% 5 5 
SAMPLE E>*TA £ARDS^-
• 0445 0*254 10 10 
#07333333 
#075 
- 1 * 0 
* RUN NO* 3 
# RUN NO* 3 
* RUN NO* 3 
* RUN NO* 3 
ro 
ro 
COMMENT NUMERICAL SOLUTION TO THESIS PROBkEM 
COMMENT INSERT PROCEDURE PRINT AT THISPOINT 
PROCEDURE PRINT{G •H *Mf T AU •DZDTAU4Tt) # T1 * P •D$Q > 
BEGIN It" d* P-# Rf M# Q 
BEGIN 
(P EQk 0) 
END 
INTEGER 
D a p 
IF (M6D{P*55} GEO 50) OR 
WRITE(SSRESUkTS1 # FORM1) 
R a 0 
WR ITEt $$RESUkTS2 *F0Rft2 ) 
FOR J « (6f4#M) 
WR TTEt$$RESUkTS3 #F0RM3J 
WRITE($$RESUkTS4 *F0RM4) 
0 = R 4* 3 4- f'f MJ*9'$ /4) $ 
OUTPUT RESUtiTSKGrHiMJ* 
RESUkTS2(TAU•DZDTAU•FOR I = (111•MIN<M 15t)$T(I>•T1» » 
RESUkT$3(FOR I=( J»1»MIN t J+3 tMMSTCltl * 
RESUkTS4lTtM^llfD) $ 
FORMAT F0RM1(W3»*G ***SI5.8»B10**H =*•SI5*8•B10»*NO. OF SPACE INTERVALS 
=*fI5*W0*W0*# TAU D2DTAU T FOR X/k • 
«0*DEkTA{X/k)*l) Z DIFF«*#W0»W0) 
* FORM2{2Sl:2*8»2S15.8#3Sl2»8#S15«8»W0» # 
F0RM3«B42*4S12*8»WO)* 
F0RM4(B90 * 2S15•8 #W0*W0) $ 
RETURN END PR INTO 
INTEGER If 4> Mt N* NlVP* R#CU k 
ARRAY Ti26#140) 
PP1•• READ(SSGONSTANTS) 


















R * © 






























PRINTtG>H»M*TAU>TT<M+l*2) - T< M + l * l I ) /DELTATAU*T< #2 ) ••T-tM-fltl) • I5A 
P*T(M*1»2) * T(M+1#1)$Q) $ 15B 
P*Q $ 15 G 
UNTIL M Z E N D GTR 1*0) AND t?1M+l»N) GEO ZENDI) 16 
OR HZEN D LSS 1*0) AND CTIM+lfNI LEO ZENDI) $ 17 
BEGIN FOR J » C3*l*N) $ | 8 
BEGIN EOR I * (2*UN!) $ J 9 
t i i i j i *• t r t i + i t j - i i + 4 T U # J - D • r t i - i t j - i n / 6 $ 20 
T I1»J ) « ( T ( 2 > J * 1 ) + 2 T U t J - l ) | / 3 $ 21 
EO = 3 + /^A^ I t M + l i J - 1 IT ( M+l »J-1} fT( M+l • J - l ) - 22 
•3623Timif 4^211 $ 23 
El •= f-T«M#J*l.)- + AB + T<M+1*J -1 ) (2 + AC*T«M+1*^1) 24 
t - l * I 2 : 5 T f M + l » J - 2 ) T ( M + l # J ~ 2 ) + TIM+T ..J-1 I ?* 
(T (M*1»J~2 I + l * T 5 T ( M + l > ^ - l l t H | / E 0 $ 
E2 = AD*T1M+l»J~ l )T tM+l *J - * l ) /E0 $ 
T f M + U J } * T I M , J ) + T(M+1»J-11 - T - M t J - l l 
E3 = 1*0 
E30 » 0*0 $ 3 Q 
UNTIL ABSIE3 - E30) LSS 5*0* *^8 fi * I 
BEGIN E3© * E3. J £ | 
E 3 s E 2 # T (M* I * *j? Tl M+1•JI $ 33 
. . 3 * * *14 <M = El + E3 E N D E N D $ 3 4 
TAU 2 TAU + DELTATAU*N1 s 3 5 
DZDTAW" •« fT--lM+l»NI - TCM+1 »N-1 HYDfiLTATAU $ 36 
PRINTtG*H»M*TAy*DZDTAiriT^#N)fT<M+l#N- il|»P> 3 8 
T I M + U N I - T | M + l » N - m Q ) $ 3QA 
P « Q 
TIM+lill * TCM+ltN-l) 
FOR I « i ' l » l * M + i i 
T M * 2 ) * TU*N> g N D 
G© TO PPi J ^J 
INPU? C « S T ANTStG*H tNUZEND>TAU0*FOR I * < 1 • 1 •M«KL)$T( 1*21 »f (M+l # 1 I I $ 44 











#0445 0*254 10 0*68 0*075 
•99977379 0*99950490 0*99897^30 0*99799829 
• 99629353 0*993*9X75 0*98914491 0*98277051 
•97392120 0*962268*2 0«94768148 0*94815847 
* RUN NO» jjp 
* RUN NO* 3 
* RUH N9* 3 





FORMAL DEMONSTRATION OF STABILITY 
The stability of equations (97) and1 (98) is to he 
demonstrated in this section,, The presentation is analo-
gous to that given "by Hildebrand (4-3)» 
From equations (97) and (98), making use of equation 
(95): 
t n + 4 t + t n 
t 1 « JSJJ- i* « i
B n - 1 ^ , ( c i ) 
m^n+l 9 ^ ' 
m ~ ""* J . ^ U 9 J-c) C— t% o o o ^ i l ° ~ X 9 J l a U j J-ji £-5 o o o « 
The exact temperature„ designated by t , must satisfy the 
following difference equations 
r t + 4 t + t , 
•̂«, *^i m+n mqn m— 19n , -r, /r«o 
m<,n+l « — *- . v — + p 9 (G2 
m — "^-L 9 U.5 J - j ^ 5 o o o ^ li™"X 5 H = U j J-5 £ .9 o o o o 
The total error is defined hys 
e » t - t , (03 ) 
n9n m9n m9n ' >.~^/ 
ffi a CT=J-^ vj^, J-5 <— <) » o o 9 11"*" J-5 n ^ U ^ I j £-9 o o o • 
12? 
Combining equations (Cl)-(C3) gives 
e -, + 4-e + e -, 
e , » m-H,n m,n i-l^n p ( G 4 ) 
m 9n+l g 1
 v 
To establish stability,; it will be necessary to examine the 
complementary solution to equation (G4-)o 
The complementary solution to equation (C4-) is the 
solution to the related homogeneous equations 
e T + 4e + • e 1 
e = jn+l,n m,n a-lti / ^ N 
em5n+l r. »
 ku:?; 
Q s U s lj tj oo o 5 
subject to the boundary conditions? 
O ® A n 
* = 0 or © i - n ^ e - i - n n = 0 9 l 9 2 9 o o o ^ ( C 6 ) •*" x $ n x ? n ̂  
n = ° o r eH +l,a"
e«-l,n, n - 0, 1, 2, •... ,(0?) 
and to an arbitrary initial condition0 The boundary condi-
tion of equation (07) assumes that the temperature on the 
boundary £ = 1 is determined exactly by the numerical 
algorithm of equations (97)-(lQ2)o Although this is obvi-
ously not truec, it is a proper assumption for the purpose 
of establishing the stability of equations (97) and 
In equations (C5)-(C7)s> m « -!9 0 9 lv 2<, o«<, v M<> M+l 
128 
To solve equations (C5)-(C7)9 the method of separa-
tion of variables is usedo In this method, it is assumed 
t h a t Vn W b e represented by: 
en,sn - V n « <
e8> 
where M varies only with m and U varies only with n„ Sub-
stituting equation (08) into equation (05) then givess 
Nn+1 M , + 4M + H , , 
_ , J+l a m-1 s= ̂  ^ ( C 9 ) 
N w 6MTO 
n m 
where A is a constant to be evaluated later*, From equation 
(09), then, two ordinary difference equations are obtained: 
Nn+1 ~ A Nn " ° ' (C10) 
M m + 1 + ( 4 - 6A)Mffi + f l f c - 1 - 0 . (Oil) 
The solution to equation (010) iss 
\ - A n , (012) 
while that solution to equation (011) which also satisfies 
equation (06) iss 
Mm *. C cos 0m , (013) 
where s 
cos 0 - -(2-3A) o (014) 
129 
Thus a solution to equation (03) is: 
em<n " G ^ n cos 0m ° (015) 
Substituting equation (013) into equation (07) gives: 
cos 0(M+1) » cos 0(M-1) 9 
from which: 
sin 0M sin 0 « 0 . (016) 
Since sin 0 ^ 0 , then sin 0M = 09 and: 
±7T 
0 - — , i » 0 , 1,2, ... , (017) 
M 
and from equation (014): 
> iTT 
A - 2/3 + (l/3)cos— , i - 0, 1, 2, ... . (018) 
M 
Then, substituting equations (017) and (018) into equation 
(C15)9 and noting that the sum of the infinity of* solutions, 
as i = 0, 1, 2, ,00 8 is also a solution, the complementary 




iTTm I2 1 ±TT\ e 
m 
,n = c. cos 






In equation (C19)9 the constants C, are to be eval-
uated from the arbitrary initial condition by making use of 
the orthogonality property of the cosine function*. In view 
of the fact that in each term of the series in equation 
(C19)* G. is multiplied by a number not greater than unity, 
it is concluded that there is no build up of errors9 and 
hence that equations (97) and (98) are stableo In fact, 
since 
l7Tm / 2 1 IK \ n 
cos— — + — c o s — 
M \3 3 M ) 
will only occasionally equal unity9 errors committed at a 
particular stage of the solution are expected to attenuate 
as the solution proceeds» 
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APPENDIX B 
TRUNCATION ERROR FOR A SINGLE TIME STEP 
In this section the truncation error committed in a 
single time step is estimated for the numerical algorithm 
of equations (97)~(102)o This truncation error occurs as 
a result of the omission of P-, and P^0 appearing in equa-
tions (93), (96), and (A13). 
The quantity E is defined to "be equal to the great-
est absolute value of•© in the range 0 f i 5 M, so that 
m9n ° * 
m^n ± \ , (3D 
with the equality holding at at least one value of m<> Then, 
using equations (C4), (103) 9 and (I)l)9 gives? 
1 4 1 • -
E -, ^ - E + - E + - E + ¥hr 9 
6 6 Q n 
©rs 
Equation (D2) holds only in the range m = -1?09192, «o0 ,M-1 
since this is the range to which equation (G4-) applies. 
(This range was extended in writing equations (C5)-(C7)9 "by 
assuming that the surface temperature at £ = 1 (m = M) is 
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determined exactly through the numerical procedure* Such 
an assumption, though suitable for the purposes of Appen-
dix 0, is not applicable to the present section,,) 
For the point m = M on the boundary £ = 1, the equa-
tions analogous to equations (01) and (02) are obtained from 
equations (99) and (A13)s 
*«,*+! = Dl + D2 ^ n + l » n « 0, 1, 2, ... , (D3) 
tM ^ i - Dn + D0 tM _ n + Po
0 • , (D4) 
•9-
'H,n+1 " "l "*" ^2 uM,n+l "*" ^2 9 
n — u^ j-j c_, 000 o 
In equations (D3) and (D4)9 the quantities D-, and D^ are 
given by equations (100)-(102)9 while D-, and Dp are obtained 
from these same equations, using t« , t« n n ? etc. As 
rough approximations, which however become close ones for 
sufficiently small values of hs 
\ a 3 , (D5) 
Dl * V3 (tH.lfn + 2tMsn) , (D6) 
\ * 1/3 ( V x + 2t ) f (D7) 
:D2 ̂  B 2 s o . (B8) 
Then equations (D3) and (B4) become approximately; 
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^.n+l " (1/3)CtM_lfn + 2tM>n) , (B9) 
% 9 n + l " <V3)(t M_ 1 | n + 2tMjn) + P2- . (BIO) 
(The equation for the error, corresponding to equation (C4-), 
now becomes? 
P = M-lvn Mgn . p •« (mi') 
eM,n+l z + ±-2 o ^JJii; 
Using equation (Dll) and equations (Dl) and (103)$ equa-
tion (B2) is obtainedo Thus9 based on the very rough 
approximations embodied in equations (D5)-(D8), the same 
equation for error propagation holds for the boundary as 
for interior points• 
With some reservations with regard to its validity 
at the boundary £ = 1,, the following upper bound for the 
truncation error committed in a single time step has been 
shown to holds 
En+1 ~ En ^ P h 6 '• ( 1 0 4 ) 
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APPENDIX E 
SPECIFICATIONS OF EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT. 
1. Vacuum Pump—Cenco Hyvac 14 9 Cato 'N'©." 91705? Ser0 No. 
1120, speed 140 liters/min0 at 1 atm, lo05 liters/sec, 
at 1 micron mercury, ultimate pressure Ool micron 
mercuryo 
2. Multipoint Recording Potentiometer—-Brown Electronik, 
Model NOo SY153X89-(c)-II-It-16, Ser0 No0 P0155447001, 
range 0 to 5 and 0 to 55 mv i 50 mv suppression, chart 
speed 24 in0/hr0 
3» McLeod Gage—Cenco,, Cato No0 94156, Ser0 No» (glass-
ware) 1423̂ , dual scale 0 to 1000 micron mercury and 0 
to 2^ micron mercury0 
40 Vacuum Ghamber-^length 24 in«, inside diameter 8 in», 
constructed from std„ 8 in. steel pipe with cast iron 
and cap, companion flange9 and blind flange. Blind 
flange sealed to companion flange by "0" ring type 
sealo Thermocouple leads and heater leads taken 
through "blind flange "by means of Kovar ceramic seals 
mfdo "by the Carborundum Go0 
5o Heater—18 strands 26 gage chromel-"A" wire, resistance 
2o5 ohm/ft*9 mfdo by Ogden Mfgo Co0 
6o Thermocouples--Chrome1-alumel, 28 gage9 mfgo by Leeds 
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and Northrup Co0 
7o Variable Transfomers—Powerstat, type 116, mfdo "by 
Superior Electric Co0 
8, Sample—dimensions 6 in« "by 16 in„ by 3/4- in0, made 
from Johns-Manville N©0 352 asbestos shorts, molded to 
shape, with three thermocouples imbedded within it--
one near the center and one imbedded slightly inside 
of each surface«, 
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APPENDIX F 
CRITERION FOR ESTIMATING EFFECT OF .AMBIENT PRESSURE 
Let *t(£9fa ) be the nondimensional temperature in the 
plate when conduction and conveetion effects are included 
in addition to the radiation boundary condition* Then the 
temperature t must satisfy the systems 
t h t 
2 ' 
Ai(l ,Z) - G-Ht*U,£) 
Lets 
(pi) 
"t - t (£ ,7 ) , o* £ - i , 2f~o . 
"t("£,0) = 1, OS £ S.1 ; (P2) 
b *(o.y) = os x~
Q' (F3) 
+ J - K"t(l82T) , / £ » 0 . (F4-) 
^ ( £ , p = t(£,.2T) + t(£,2T) , (»5) 
where t(£ 9£ ) -= *= t( ̂ ~9 £ ) 9 inasmuch as conduction and 
convection effects are assumed to be small in comparison 
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with radiation effects0 The temperature t(£,7) is that 
resulting from radiation effects only, and must satisfy 
equations (l7)-(20)o Substituting equation (F5) into equa-





t - t(f >7>» 0 < £ -= 1 f Z *0 I 
t(£ ,0) « 0,, 0 S £ S 1 ; (F7) 
•(o97> « o , 7 - ° ; (
M ) 
. ( i , r ) - j - K t u , 7 ) 
r-4Ht5u,7) ? ( i ,7 ) » 7 > 0 • (*9) 
In deriving equation (F9)* t(l,7) w a s neglected in compari-
son with t(l,7 )° 
The temperature correction t due to the effect of con-
duction and convection must then satisfy equations (F6)-
(F9)o This system of equations can be readily solved, if 
t(l,7) lm equation (3?9) is replaced "by a constant, say P̂ « 
In this case, equation • (F9) "becomess 
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(1,^) = J - KP, - 4-HP,3 t(l,^) , ^ ~ ° • (F1°) 
The system of equations (F6)-(F8), (F10) then constitutes a 
well-known convection problem whose solution is presented 
by Jakob (4-5) „ 
The effect of replacing t(l,^) ^n equation (P9) by 
P, is shown qualitatively in Figo 23<• Curve I represents 
the solution to equations (F6)-(F9), where t, due to the 
variation of t(l,T) with time, reaches a peak and then 
drops off, approaching the time axis asymptotically at 
large time0 Curve II, on the other hand, shows the soliition 
A, 
to equations (F6)-(F8),3 (F10), where t approaches asymptot-
ically the value (J - KP^V^HP^o 
Inasmuch as curare I in Figo 23 cannot be readily 
obtained quantitatively, curve II will be used as a criter-
ion for assessing the effect of conduction and convection in 
the surrounding medium« The value which curve II approaches 
asymptotically will be used for this purpose0 Thus, conduc-
tion and convection effects will be small ifs 
J - KI> 
— p * * 1 . (132) 
4 HP ^ 
This equation is useful in deciding whether conduction and 
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t 
J - KP 
X 
Figure 23 
Prediction of Error due to Conduction Effects 
convection effects are negligible, but for obvious reasons 
cannot be used to correct for such effects0 
Selecting the proper value of P, for use in equation 
(132) is difficulto The ideal value of P2 is that value 
for which (J - KP-.)/M-EP?.* equals the maximum value of curve 
I in Figo 23o But this value can be determined only by 
computing curve I, which cannot readily be accomplished,, 
A conservative choice for P̂  is that value between unity 
and t which causes the quantity? e 
KP. 
¥ = (Fll) 
4HP-
to take on its greatest absolute valueo The derivative 






For heating, U=*0, and also 1^ P,^ J/K0 From equation 
(F12), it is seen that in this range dl/dP̂ -* 0, and hence 
the maximum value of U occurs when P^ = 1« For cooling, 
U<0, and also 1>P > J/K* Setting dU/dP^ = 0, U. has a 
minimum value when P, * 3J/2K = 3tp/2o If l>3tp/2>t , 
then the minimum value of U (maximum absolute value of U) 
occurs when P-. = 3t /2* Otherwise the minimum value of U 
0 e 
occurs when P-. = 1. Probably a more realistic choice for 
P, would be simply P-. = (1 + t )/2„ 
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APPENDIX G 
NET EFFECT OF AMBIENT PRESSURE DURING 
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 
In this section,' the net effect of the presence of 
an ambient medium upon the value of t(£ iff) measured 
during the experimental run, when the same ambient medium 
at the same pressure is present during the test run for 
measuring ̂ L/k, is considered,, Denote the true tempera-
ture of the plate when conduction and convection in the 
ambient medium are considered by t(r',2')i ^^e temperature 
due to radiation alone by t ( £ 9 T ) as previously, and let 
the deviation due to conduction and convection be denoted 
«*» 
by to Thens 
t = t + t o (Gl) 
It is assumed that conduction and convection effects are 
<«> 
sufficiently small that t «= «= to The true temperature 
t(£ %[,} mus^ satisfy the following systems 
"** 2^ 
_ „ _ , 0 < f < l , /*© ; (G2) 
*t(£ ,o) - l , o* £=EI 5 (G3) 
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?s t 




+ j - KTa.,7) » £ > 0 • ( G 5 ) 
In equation (G5)5 G and H are the true values•; 
G? = G + G , (G6) 
H = H + H , (G7) 
while G and H are the values which hold under condition of 
radiation only at the boundary £ = L It is assumed that 
G < < G and H < < H in equations (G6) and (G?)„ 
From the test for measuring ̂  L/ks 




When this is extended to allow for conduction and convection: 







where °J is the true value of the shape factor<> Equations 
(108) and (G8) may be rewritten? 
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^ th - tc K(tc - te) 
(G9) 
k 2CTT 5(t * - t 4) CTT 5(t 4 - t 4) o c e o c e 
(GIO) 
Since ̂ TL/k and ̂ L/k are theoretically independent of tem-
perature, any value of t can "be used in equations (G9) and 
(GIG), t, then automatically assuming the value necessary 
to satisfy equations (G9) and (G10)o In light of this, 
replace t in equations (G9) and (GIG) by t(l,/ )• This 
requires that t^ "become a function of time, ^\S^[^° There 
results % 
O$-L * (7> - ta ,2:) 
* 2oV[t\ i ,2:)-*/] 
£L V7> - tq.y) 
k 'aOTr.5[t*(i.2r)-t.*] 
K [t(l,7) - te] 
" ^ • ! i . 0 3 [ t \ i . r ) - t / ] 
(Gil) 
(G12) 
Using the definitions of G and H, equations (21) and (22) 
respectively, and of G and H, and making use of equations 
(G6), (G?)s (Gil), and (G12), one finally arrives at the 
results 
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t(l,7> - *e 4 , x 
G = - K — -£-t ̂  v (G13) t*(i,2r)-C- -
ta.TT) - *e , x 
H = - K 2- . (G14) 
tw) -1 * 
Utilizing equations (Gl)9 (G6)9 (G7), (G13), and 
(G14) in equation (G5), givess 
- — ( i , £ ) +——(i,2D - G - H [ t ( i $ ^ ) + t(i$2; )J 
t*(l,7)-t * l 
+ t ( i 9 ^ ) ] U J - K [tci.TT) 
+ t(l,£)] .' (G15) 
Making use of equation (20), and taking account of the fact 
that t«=<t9 equation (G-15) reduces tos 
(1,7) = - *H t3(l,7) td.TT) • (G16) 
3f 
In obtaining equation (G16), use is also made of the fact 
that J = Kt • Combining equations (17)-(19)» (Grl), and 
(G2)-(G4) givess 
at b t 
&Z af 
0«£ «1, /»0 i (SI?) 
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t(f ,0) - 0 , 0 < ^ < 1 ; (G18) 
b t 
• (Q,2T) - ° » ? ^ - 0 • ( G 1 9 ) 
The temperature deviation eaused by conduction and 
convection effects in the ambient medium must then satisfy 
equations (G16)-(G19)° The solution to this system of 
equations iss 
*(£*%)'= 0 . (G20) 
Thus9 subject to the assumptions used in deriving equations 
(G16)-(G19)9 it is concluded that the presence of an ambient 
medium has no effect upon the temperature history t(£ »•£) 
as measured in the experimental analysis<, These assumptions 
are valid only for sufficiently small ambient pressure*, No 
quantitative estimate of the variation of error introduced 




DATA FROM SHAPE FACTOR AND DIFFUSIVITY TESTS 
Shape Factor,—The data taken during the tests for measur-
ing the shape factor over the temperature range 80-500°F„ 
are tabulated in Table 3» The shape factor combination 
Ĵ*L/k was computed from the equations 
^ L *h - *c (109) 
k 20"(T 4 - T °4) v c e ' 
Table 3» Data from Shape Factor Test 
T, T T T ' 
Pressure c e e *JV 











1 1.7 148.0 120 0 3 76 0 7 76.7 0.260 
2 1.7 239.5 170o3 76.7 76.7 0.269 
3 1.9 332.0 217o3 76 0 3 76o3 0.261 
4 2-7 408 .5 253oO 76 0 3 76o3 0.258 
5 4.1 471.0 431 oO 77.5 411.5 0.209 
6: 2.6 455.7 369 oO 76o 7 321 oO 0.258 
7 2o6 437.0 317.0 77.0 225 oO 0.241 
8 3o7 454 oO 412 oO 78 oO 390 0 5 0.223 
9 3<>3 480 0 5 447o0 76 0 3 431.3 0.217 
(Continued) 
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Table 3. Data from Shape Factor Test (Continued) 









No. At Hg. F F F F k 
black side 
1 1.7 152.5 122 oO 77.0 77.0 0.278 
2 1.8 153 oO 123.0 76.3 76.3 0.269 
3 1.7 247.5 177»5 75.0- 75.0 0.246 
4 1.8 247 o 5 178.0 76 o 7 76.7 0.246 
5 2.1 349 oO 228.0 76.0 76.0 0.250 
6 2.1 431.0 268 o 5 76.3 76.3 0.240 
7 3o3 472.5 431.0 76.3 410.0 0.212 
8 2.5 457.0 374.0 77^5 326.0 0.269 
9 2.7 445.0 327.5 79.0 235.5 0.228 
Diffusivity.—In Table 4 are tabulated the data taken durinj 
the test runs for measuring diffusivity. The values for T-,, 
Tp, T^9 T., and 0^, were taken from the chart printed by the 
recording potentiometer. The values of (X /L were computed 
from the given data by solving equations (122)-(124)9 for 
which purpose a computer program was written. 
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Table 4. Data from Diffusivity Test 
Tl Pressure 
T 12 T3 
m 
J'4 













E hr. hr,"1 
1 1.6 80.0 127o0 96.8 95 o0 0.202 87»5 6.86 
2 1.8 127o0 176.7 141 „_5 137.0 .0.1168 132.0 6.44 
3 1.9 176.7 234 ,0 202 o 8 195 o0 0.173 185.8 5»76 
4 2„0 234.0 319oO 271 o 5 255 o0 0.120 244.5 5-47 
5 2.2 318.5 396.5 354 o 8 339 oO 0.1116 328.8 5o33 
6 3-2 398 o 5 465.5 434.6 419.0 0.1162 408 o 8 5*25 
7 4.1 464 o 5 519oO 495 o 5 484.0 0.1246 474.2 5-29 
Sample calculations for run No. 1 are presented, 
illustrating the method of computing the correction for 
deviation from step-function boundary conditions 
Eun No. 1 Date 7-20-62 
Pressure 1.6 /JHg. 
A = 0*667 f t . 2 Aw = 0.0871 f t .
2 
c w A A r = Qo00165 Btu/°R € w = 0.65 
* T = _0«.20-
K, « 2A<58/ f A 8 21.2 
1 * l • w w — — 
E * (red) 11,8 (black) 12.3 ohm 
Gl s 10 seco 0.00278 hr. 
CTA^'/l^Oe = 6 x 1Q~1Q 
(cwPw?w)R/3o413 0X = ( red) 2,05 (black) 2.14 
T l - 1.06 mv 80.0 °E 540.0 °R 
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T = I 0 O 6 HIT 8O0O °ff 5 4 0 o 0 °R 
v-, = (red) 0 ("black) 0 volts 
Expected T2 = 140 °F 600 °E 
Expected Pw2 = Pwl + (CTA
<:7Vlo706)(T2
4 - T^) 
= (red) 27 (black) 2? watts 
Expected v2 = "V Pw2K - (red) 17.8 (black) 18,2 
volts 
T w l = [K l^T i . 4 " T e 4 ^ l = 8 0 ° F 540 °3? 
Expected Tw2 = [ E ^ ^
4 - ^ e
4 ) ] " = 362 °E 822 °B 
• ' - [ v 2
2
 + (cwPwTwR/3-413 e ^ C T ^ - T w l ) ] ^ 2 
= ( red) 30 (black) 3006 v o l t s 
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APPENDIX I 
DATA FROM EXPERIMENTAL BUNS 
The sample calculations necessary for computing the 
correction 0 to allow for the effect of deviation from step-
function "boundary condition, as well as the computation of 
the parameters G and H,, are as follows s 
R u n No° 3 Date 7-22-62 
Pressure (initial) 2.8 (final) 2,6 /IHR. 
c w ^ V w = Q«Q Q 1 65 Btu/°R 
e w » Qo65 
W ' 
ATr . 0 ,0871 f t o
2 
<$' = 0o90 
% - 2 A <y/e \A - 21^ 
K2 - c w P w V ^ w A w " J t i S i o L t o . °R5 
YQ = ( red) 64,6 (black) 63«8 v o l t s 
T
0 = J*?
1*- m v 37^.5 °F 834.5 °R 
Initial paper scale reading = 9 
T = (initial) 1,06 mv 80.0 °P 540.0 °P (final) 
1.07 mv 80.3 °F 540.3 °F (average") 80.1 °F 
540.1 °R 
Tav = (To + Teave)/2 " 227^°gJi§Z.^.°R 
CX/L2 at T - 5o78 hr.^1 
ElV "' 
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<3TL/k a t T a v - 0 .255 
G = £T ( ^ L / k ) T e a Y e
4 / T 0 - ,©.044 
H « £T ( T L A ) TQ
3 = 0o254 
T = f K (T 4 - T 4) 1 1 / 4 s 1240°F 1700 °R 
S = K2<Two - ̂ e ^ ^ C " Te 4 ) - ^ . 0 0 2 ^ ^ . 
1 unit of paper scale » 0o0833 hr. 
The values of temperature as a function of time in 
the experimental run were read from the recording potenti-
ometer charto Some sample values taken from this chart for 
Run No. 3? together with the calculations necessary to 
reduce the data to the values plotted in Figo 16, are tabu-
lated in Table 5° In this table, three points are selected 
at random at each of the two faces of the sample, and at 
the center, and the necessary calculations indicated« In 
these calculationsv the temperature in millivolts is con-
verted to °F by means of the table provided for a chromel-
alumel thermocouple „ The values of 9f SLnd * are obtained 
from the equations? 
(X(e - e) 
_. <,___„ „ ^ 
L2 
T 
t = — 
T 
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ESTIMATE OF INNER MALL SURFACE TEMPERATUEE 
An estimate of the temperature of the inner surface of 
the vacuum chamber wall is made in this section, based on 
equations (134)-(137)° Although not shown in Figo 7? the 
water jacket was baffled, the cross section of the flow 
passage between the baffle plates being approximately 
1,5 in. by 6 in0 The computations made in estimating the 
temperature of the inner wall surface Ta, and the estimate 
of the error made in replacing its value by the cooling 
water temperature T , are summarized in Table 6. The 
value of the coefficient C in equation (137) was obtained 
c 
from Kreith (4-7 )« Computations are shown for runs 1, 2, 
and 3? those for runs 3 \ 3a9 3b, and 3c are omitted since 
they are almost identical with Eui No, 3* 
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Table 6. Estimate of Inner Wall Temperature 
4 m 4 5! A Tw n • • T* T* T^"~T^ 
e *-* n0u ^ _ e o e e Run v 2 Q m 
No. volts °F o Btu/hro lbo./hr. °F °F T Q
4 
1 90 81 o0 0.5 2300 « 5000 90.5 50*.5 0.007 
2 30 79.4- ^ 0 255 « 5000 80.4 186.7 0.006 
3 64 80ol 0.2 1160 «5000 84»9 37*. 5 0.006 
Dimensions of flow passage—1.5" by 6"| hydraulic diameter 
0.2'. 
Velocity of water = 0.36 ft./see. 
Reynolds number = 7700 
C^ = 61.1 Btu/hr„ft.2F c 
A^ = 4.18 ft?, 6 = 0.021 • , k - 26 Btu/hr.ft.E (48) c c 
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APPENDIX K 
COMPUTATION OF J AND K FOR EXPERIMENTAL RUNS 3^ AND 3c 
Run Noo 5co—In this analysis' the free convection effects 
in the ambient medium are treated by first replacing the 
sample and vacuum chamber wall system by two parallel 
plates 6" wide by 16" tall and 3" apart, side effects 
being neglectedo The distance separating the plates was 
arbitrarily chosen to be 3"» since it is extremely diffi-
cult to determine what the proper distance should be, due 
to the complexity of the free convection effects0 
In estimating the heat transfer coefficient, the 
initial sample temperature was used for the high tempera-
ture plate, since this gives the largest heat transfer 
coefficient and hence is conservative. The heat transfer 
coefficient was obtained from Kreith (49). A summary of 
the calculations is given in Table 7« 
Run NOo 3bo— In this run9 at a pressure of 250 /./. Hg<,, free 
convection effects can be shown to be negligible» Also 
from equations (130) and (13l)9 the value of C for molec-
ular conduction (curve I of Figo 9) far exceeds the value 
of C based on atmospheric pressure, so that C is located 
on curve II of Fig0 9° As in the previous case, the system 
of sample and vacuum chamber wall is replaced by two parallel 
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Table 7» Computation of J and K for Run No„ 3c 
Tn = 374. (X F 5 T = 75 F 1 &T = 299 F 
k = 0.0179 B t u / h r o f t o F 5 K = 0 .72 
b = 3 " = 0 .25° 5 L = 16" - l o 3 3 ' 
N G r - - 3 . 5 X 1 0
6 5 % r Np p I - 0 . 4 7 2 x l 0
6 
N^u = 15oO (from Kreith (49)) 
C = 1.07 Btu/hr<,ft.2F 




J = K ̂  = 0.218 
For P3 = 3te/2 =0.97 
J - KP. 
4HP-,3 
5 
1 + t. 
1 = = -0.118 
For P-, = — ^ = 0.824; 
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plates 6" by 16", side effects "being neglected. The plates 
are spaced a distance b apart, From a flux plot (not shown) 
drawn for the real situation, the value of b was found to 
be approximately lo5"o The calculations are summarized in 
Table 8. 
Table 80 Computation of J and K for Run No„ 3b 
k = Oo0179 Btu/hroftoP (from Kreith (50)) 
b = 1.5" - 0.125' 
G = |S , 0.124 Btu/hr<,fto2F 
K = g^ = 0.04-5 
• J « Kt = 0.0281 
For P3 = 3te/2 - 0.97 : 
J - EP, 
— -2 = -0o0167 
4HP,^ 
1 + t 
For P2 = • —St = 0„824 : 
3 2 
J - KP7 
-*-* = -Oo0158 
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